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Abstract
Both in its contemporary journalistic milieu and in recent secondary scholarship, al-Fatah
(1892-1894) has been widely recognized as the first Arabic women’s periodical. This magazine
has similarly been credited with ushering in the era of the Arabic female press during the late
nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries. However, al-Fatah has received little attention as a
magazine in and of itself. An analysis of al-Fatah helps to nuance the nahda cultural movement
and its literature as more than male-dominated voices and authorship. This thesis explores how alFatah laid foundations for a female press by facilitating communication between editors and
readers. The magazine helped build a female literary network, and empowered women to stake
claims in the public sphere. Though the editors of al-Fatah wished to remain apolitical, and made
assertions to this effect, I argue that this magazine was, in fact, extremely political and aimed to
advocate for female education and the advancement of women more broadly.
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Introduction
Al-Fatah—which translates to “the young girl” in Arabic—was the first women’s
magazine published in Egypt. Operating from 1892 to 1894, al-Fatah promoted itself as the first
magazine in the “East” to be written by women and for women.1 Al-Fatah was launched in
Alexandria, Egypt, though its founder—Hind Nawfal (1860-1920)—was a Syrian Christian
migrant.2 Ultimately, al-Fatah ceased publication with Nawfal’s marriage in 1894. The
periodical itself was marketed as a variety magazine and was experimental in nature. Though alFatah aimed to address topics relevant to women, the scope of these issues was extraordinarily
broad, with authors undertaking no singular, unified stance. With “Arabic print media” as a
“burgeoning industry,” journals such as al-Fatah were platforms in which “new concepts and
terms were tried, tested, and contested.”3 Thus, al-Fatah was not striving to resolve any one
issue for women under a patriarchal society but, rather, to provide a platform for debating
gender-related issues and supporting female voices at large.
Though well known in its day, there is little extant data about al-Fatah’s circulation and
funding. Nevertheless, trends regarding its dissemination can be inferred based on information
from similar, subsequent women’s magazines. Overall, “women's journals had circulation figures
comparable to those of scientific and literary journals,” typically distributing between 1,000 and
1,500 copies per volume.4 In terms of readership, the women’s journal Al-'Afaf—published in the

1

Al-Fatah often employed the word “East” to refer to the contemporary Arab Levant.
This paper will use the terms “Syria” and “Syrians” to refer to the broader Levantine region and its peoples.
Though Hind Nawfal and several other authors were either from or writing from cities in modern-day Lebanon, such
as Beirut, this period was an era in which modern nation-state boundaries were not fully solidified. While
nationalism was swelling, these borders remained fluid under Ottoman rule and these authors identified as neither
exclusively “Syrian” or “Lebanese”. Although both terms were employed to identify the Levant, the term “Syrian”
has been more commonly used—both in al-Fatah and secondary literature—in describing the diverse peoples of the
region.
3
Hannah Scott Deuchar, ““Nahḍa”: Mapping a Keyword in Cultural Discourse,” Alif: Journal of Comparative
Poetics, no. 37 (2017): 52, JSTOR.
4
Beth Baron, “Readers and the Women's Press in Egypt,” Poetics Today 15, no. 2 (1994): 228. JSTOR.
2
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early twentieth-century— “estimated its female readership alone at 100.”5 However, the number
of journals directly distributed to female readers was not reflective of the amount of females
exposed to their materials. There existed an immeasurable quantity of female listeners—meaning
females that did not purchase these magazines themselves but, rather, were exposed to them
indirectly through other consumers who had purchased and read these magazines. These female
listeners “were not necessarily to be found in the streets, but rather in school and at home.”6 AlFatah did not report on the full extent of its female readership. However, Al-'Afaf helps to
provide some approximated comparison. While female education became a bit more widespread
in the early twentieth century, al-Fatah shared in this audience of female listeners, primarily in
the home.
Al-Fatah engaged a wide variety of topics that it found relevant to women, including
embroidery, housekeeping, marriage, standards of beauty across cultures, and female education
and authorship. Though these topics and their authors were diverse in their scope, they were
united under a broadly emancipatory mission—to “liberate” women from overarching systems of
oppression that limited female education and literature, as well as the female presence in the
public sphere. A portion of al-Fatah’s articles featured “public” women in both local and
international news updates.7 The first volume of al-Fatah alone included references to “252
women students of medicine in France” and “50 women lawyers in Chicago.”8 Much of the
contemporary press employed this tactic of providing news updates, as “spaces of

5

Baron, “Readers and the Women's Press in Egypt,” 229.
Baron, “Readers and the Women's Press in Egypt,” 229.
7
I will use “public” women to refer to women in the public sphere. The public sphere was not clearly defined and
did not always exist in stark contrast to the private sphere. “Public” women could refer to female writers who
exerted a more “informal” public presence through their works. However, al-Fatah typically featured women that
were in the public sphere more literally, as notable political actors.
8
Hoda Elsadda, “Beginnings: Discourses on Ideal Manhood and Ideal Womanhood” in Gender, Nation, and the
Arabic Novel: Egypt, 1892-2008 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 10. JSTOR.
6
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communication between state and subjects.”9 At the outset, al-Fatah appeared to support existing
systems that promoted female domesticity. The magazine projected a clear gender binary
between men and women, with the female “management of the home on equal footing with the
[male] management of a kingdom.”10 Despite the emphasis on female domesticity, al-Fatah
repeatedly highlighted women who defied this binary by “participat[ing] in the public sphere and
excel[ing] in professions that [were] assumed to be exclusively male.”11 Therefore, in analyzing
al-Fatah, I argue that these “news” updates were strategic platforms in which authors could
circumvent controversy while advocating for women. By objectively reporting on events in
which women maintained “public” roles, the magazine could lead by example in advancing the
position of women in society beyond the private sphere.
In addition to featuring news articles, al-Fatah similarly concerned itself with two
primary arenas: education and marriage. Education was positioned as the cornerstone for not
only female advancement, but the advancement of Egyptian society at large. Additionally, alFatah stressed the role and importance of marriage in addressing domestic duties, engagements,
and local weddings. Marriage was regarded “as a pivotal institution that defines significant social
and family relationships and establishes social bound.”12 With marriage widely recognized as
“the most important building block of society,” for al-Fatah, this institution was a place of
compromise that involved both men and women. Marriage held the potential of common ground
between two genders that held distinctive roles and responsibilities in society. In debating issues
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Marilyn Booth, “Disruptions of the Local, Eruptions of the Feminine: Local Reportage and National Anxieties in
Egypt’s 1890s” in The Press in the Middle East and North Africa, 1850-1950: Politics, Social History and Culture,
60.
10
Elsadda, “Beginnings,” 11.
11
Elsadda, “Beginnings,” 11.
12
Fruma Zachs, "Debates on Re-forming the Family: A „Private" History of the Nahda?" Wiener Zeitschrift Für Die
Kunde Des Morgenlandes 102 (2012): 290, JSTOR.
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relating to marriage, al-Fatah addressed an area that concerned both men and women, while
maintaining its mission to advance the position of women socially and legally.
Al-Fatah featured a plethora of female voices and offered no single concrete mission.
However, the amalgam of authors and voices did not render the magazine aimless. Despite the
diversity of matters addressed in the periodical, I argue that al-Fatah was unified in its
emancipatory mission to establish a voice for women in the public sphere at a time when
concepts of public and private were being redefined. Beginning in the 1860s and extending into
the 1870s, Egyptian rulers concentrated on urban development and were dedicated to
constructing a “Western” portion of the city.13 The encroachment of European powers—
specifically by British occupation beginning in 1882—brought about new public spaces,
physically and socially. For instance, structure and ambiance of the city was changing through
European-modeled infrastructure and “new forms of transportation” that “offer[ed] more
possibilities for mobility.”14 With such rapid urban changes through frequent shifts in power,
there emerged “discursive anxiety about women in public spaces.”15 As women entered and
engaged with these open spaces, typical norms surrounding gendered spaces began to
transform.16 In the midst of anti-colonial sentiment in late-nineteenth century Egypt, women
joined the popular resistance and “demonstrated their familiarity with the politics of the square
and the street.”17 In addition to women joining nationalist efforts, the atmosphere of nationbuilding against colonial encroachment in itself raised concerns regarding gender. Primarily, the
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Judith E. Tucker, Women in Nineteenth Century Egypt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 111-112.
https://hdl.handle.net/2027/heb.00943.
14
Marilyn Booth, “Disruptions of the Local, Eruptions of the Feminine: Local Reportage and National Anxieties in
Egypt’s 1890s,” in The Press in the Middle East and North Africa, 1850-1950: Politics, Social History and Culture,
eds. Anthony Gorman and Didier Monciaud (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2018), 70.
15
Booth, “Disruptions of the Local, Eruptions of the Feminine,” 70.
16
Booth, “Disruptions of the Local, Eruptions of the Feminine,” 70.
17
Tucker, Women in Nineteenth Century Egypt, 162.
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effort of attaining a new nation, “required a “New Woman” to secure access to modernity.”18
Thus, this “New Woman” “became a central trope in nationalist narratives and an ideological
indicator of attitudes regarding progress, anticolonialism, and modernization.”19 However,
despite the concern with women in public spaces or the attention given to the concept of
“womanhood,” female identities and the role of women in an evolving society remained rather
vague. Therefore, al-Fatah inserted itself into the equation in an effort to concretely address
gender-related issues in political discourse through the voices and concerns of women.20
Though the writers of al-Fatah varied in the more tangible missions that they advocated
for—such as female education and female liberties within marriage—the periodical succeeded in
its overall mission to establish a compelling female voice. While Egypt had a vibrant literary
sphere, “none of those publications dealt specifically with the rights of women, nor articulated
their problems in a satisfactory manner.”21 Therefore, the magazine’s founder and editor—Hind
Nawfal—encouraged women from across the region to write to al-Fatah and express their
concerns.22 Even with the magazine based in Alexandria, Nawfal invited Syrian women to
publish their works in al-Fatah, thereby extending, unifying, and intensifying this female

18

Elsadda, “Beginnings,” 3.
Elsadda, “Beginnings,” 3.
20
The late nineteenth-century Egyptian press was considered “public” and exemplified the fluidity that existed
between the public and private spheres. These two did not exist in a rigid binary that corresponded with male and
female, respectively. Just as the public sphere was influenced by gender, it was similarly affected by other
politically-charged categories such as class relations and the state. The press was one arena that extended into both
the private and public spheres. Al-Fatah, for example, addressed topics that were typically associated with
domesticity, such as child-rearing and housekeeping. However, it gave equal attention to women in politics,
education, and literature. Similarly, just as periodicals were established in the public sphere, they resided in homes
and were, thus, circulated within the private sphere. For more information on the women’s press and the private and
public spheres see Hülya Yıldız’s work on Ottoman women’s magazines in this era: Hülya Yıldız, “Rethinking the
political: Ottoman women as feminist subjects,” Journal of Gender Studies 27, no. 2 (2018): 177–191,
https://doi.org/10.1080/09589236.2016.1188689.
21
Nabila Ramdani, “Women in the 1919 Egyptian Revolution: From Feminist Awakening to Nationalist Political
Activism,” Journal of International Women’s Studies 14, no. 2 (March 2013): 42.
http://vc.bridgew.edu/jiws/vol14/iss2/5.
22
Ramdani, “Women in the 1919 Egyptian Revolution,” 42.
19
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Levantine literary network. After al-Fatah, several women’s magazines were founded that
engaged similar topics. Most of these periodicals were produced in Egypt, such as Anis al-Jalis
(1898-1907), Fatat al-Sharq (1906-39) and al-Jins al-Latif (1908-1925). Nevertheless, al-Fatah
was a catalyst for the era of the Arab female press in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.23 With female literacy on the rise, magazines such as al-Fatah “opened up an entirely
new literary culture”—one that covered topics such as marriage, veiling, work, education, and
other arenas that similarly affected women.24
To fully appreciate the scope of al-Fatah’s mission, it is critical to have a foundational
understanding of its founder and editor, Hind Nawfal—a Syrian Christian whose family had
migrated to Alexandria, Egypt. Nawfal came from a privileged background. Both of her parents
were writers who were seeking to capitalize on the freedom of the Egyptian press. Although alFatah has been remembered as a momentous work that ushered in an age of feminist discourse
and women’s magazines, the world prior to al-Fatah was not without gender concerns and
debates, even within Nawfal’s own family. Her mother, Maryam al-Nahhas (1856-1888), was
also an author. Raised in Beirut in an era of economic depression, al-Nahhas ultimately married
Nasim Nawfal—Hind Nawfal’s father—and “joined the growing stream of Syrians leaving for
different parts of the world.”25
Settling in Alexandria in the 1870s, al-Nahhas “completed a biographical dictionary of
Eastern and Western women, Ma`rid al-Hasna' fi Tarajim Mashahir al-Nisa' (The beautiful
woman's exhibition for the biographies of female celebrities).”26 Its first volume was published

23

Ramdani, “Women in the 1919 Egyptian Revolution,” 42.
Ramdani, “Women in the 1919 Egyptian Revolution,” 42.
25
Beth Baron, The Women's Awakening in Egypt: Culture, Society, and the Press (New Haven & London: Yale
University Press, 1997), 14. JSTOR.
26
Baron, The Women's Awakening in Egypt, 14.
24
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in 1879 and was sponsored by Princess Cheshmat Hanim, the third wife of Isma`il.27 Although
the second volume of Ma`rid al-Hasna' fi Tarajim Mashahir al-Nisa' was not published and its
manuscript was lost in the midst of the ‘Urabi revolt, al-Nahhas’s work illustrated the alreadyexisting environment that al-Fatah sought to unify. Egypt, as with most societies during this
period, was predominantly patriarchal; the public and literary arenas were male-dominated and
female literacy was minimal in comparison to male literacy. The 1897 Egyptian census reported
that “eight percent of Egyptian men and 0.2 percent of Egyptian women were literate,” counting
men and women as anyone above the age of seven and measuring literacy as the ability to read
and write.28 However, reducing explanations of Egyptian society to patriarchy casts a monolithic
view onto this region and negates the burgeoning intellectual debates and presses.29 Even prior to
the emergence of al-Fatah, certain authors and intellectual circles concerned themselves with
women’s rights and other gender-related issues. Nawfal’s mother’s publication was just one
indication of these “radical” movements that sought social change.30
Eventually, Hind Nawfal launched al-Fatah in 1892. Though she was editor and founder
of the magazine, al-Fatah was heavily supported and partially run by Nawfal’s family.
Typically, women’s periodicals were run from either the editor’s home or an office which was

27

Baron, The Women's Awakening in Egypt ,14.
Beth Baron, “Readers and the Women's Press in Egypt,” Poetics Today 15, no. 2 (1994): 220. JSTOR.
29
In discussing Egyptian patriarchy, this thesis will use Allan Johnson’s definition of a patriarchal society as one
that is male-dominated, male-identified, and male-centered. “Male-dominated” can be measured by men holding
positions of power that grant them greater access to wealth and dominance over women; “male-identified” refers to
desirable qualities being associated with men and masculinity; “male-centered” “means that the focus of attention is
primarily on men and what they do.” For more information on Johnson’s analysis of the patriarchy, see: Allan G.
Johnson, “Patriarchy” in Race, Class, and Gender in the United States: An Integrated Study, eds. Paula S.
Rothenberg and Kelly S. Mayhew (New York: Worth Publishers, 2016), 153-162.
30
This thesis adopts Ilham Khuri-Makdisi’s definition of “radical” movements in this period. “Radical” applied to
the “leftist ideas” circulating around the Eastern Mediterranean in the late nineteenth century. Eastern Mediterranean
periodicals with “radical” ideologies were characterized by “their internationalism, spurred by a hyperawareness of
and deep interest in world events.” Ilham Khuri-Makdisi, The Eastern Mediterranean and the Making of Global
Radicalism, 1860-1914 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010), 11.
28
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normally “directed by family members.”31 In the case of al-Fatah, Nawfal’s father helped to
establish and run the magazine’s office.32 The vast majority of women’s magazines were not
subsidized and, therefore, “depended mainly on subscriptions, with their prices varying
according to periodicity and size.”33 While there are few details available about the exact funding
and cost of al-Fatah, Nawfal did depend on subscriptions for her magazine, often calling to her
readers to pay late subscriptions fees at their earliest convenience.34 The exact cost of al-Fatah
was not revealed but the “average annual subscription rate for a women's monthly ranged from
fifty to sixty piasters for ten issues.”35 Similarly, “The cost of a single issue—five or six
piasters—was not much less than the cost of a book, which was roughly five to ten piasters.”36
Aimed towards upper-middle class women, al-Fatah was designed to support female
voices and address female concerns. There were rising movements within Egyptian society that
called for gender “equality” in various areas, including education. Under Muhammad Ali, who
ruled in Egypt from 1805 to 1848, leading figures championed female education, though these
efforts ebbed with subsequent shifts in government and the later British occupation.37 Closer to
al-Fatah’s life-span, urban women maintained social and economic ties, existed in public spaces,
and received some form of education, or, at least, training in basic literacy.38 Nonetheless,
patriarchal barriers for these women remained. British occupation, in turn, limited opportunities
for female education and these female networks were often informal and rather sporadic. With
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Baron, The Women's Awakening in Egypt, 71.
Baron, The Women's Awakening in Egypt, 16.
33
Baron, “Readers and the Women’s Press in Egypt,” 230.
34
For one example, see “'I`lan,” al-Fatah 11 ([1893], 2007), 485, http://www.wmf.org.eg/wpcontent/uploads/2014/12/21.pdf, which read: “We hope, dear subscribers, who did not kindly pay the subscription
fee to now please kindly send us the transfer value.”
35
Baron, “Readers and the Women’s Press in Egypt,” 230.
36
Baron, “Readers and the Women’s Press in Egypt,” 230.
37
Tucker, Women in Nineteenth Century Egypt, 124.
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Tucker, Women in Nineteenth Century Egypt, 110.
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male literacy dominating female literacy, it was often women’s fathers, brothers, and the like
who purchased magazines such as al-Fatah to read to women. Hence, with a male audience
involved in the distribution of the magazine, al-Fatah had to partially cater to this male audience.
Not only did this include addressing its male readers but al-Fatah also had to contrive a feminist
mission that was acceptable to men. Being too radical or too critical of the position of women in
society risked criticism that would have likely limited al-Fatah’s publication, or at the very least,
would have prevented some men from purchasing this magazine for their sisters, mothers, and
daughters.
Beyond readership, the Egyptian press, though often advocating for more radical ideals,
was nevertheless patriarchal in that the press was male-dominated, male-identified, and malecentered. Male authorship saturated the market. Even gender issues, which were discussed
sparsely prior to the era of the female press, were typically addressed by men. Though the air of
this era was tense with radical social movements, male intellectuals were often the ones credited
with leading these intellectual debates and reforms. Therefore, the involvement of Nawfal’s
father in al-Fatah granted Nawfal and her periodical access to a relatively patriarchal sphere.
However, the involvement of Nawfal’s father did not undermine the female agency displayed in
al-Fatah; the magazine featured female authors—including those who were established writers
as well as those who were aspiring in their careers. Nawfal’s sister, Sarah, for instance, also
worked at al-Fatah’s office alongside their father.39
Al-Fatah, ultimately, came to life in a tense and rapidly evolving socio-political climate
in which the press was becoming increasingly politicized. Egypt had undergone tremendous
changes that distinguished this country from other Ottoman provinces. Though Egypt was “still
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Baron, The Women's Awakening in Egypt, 16.
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legally a province of the Ottoman Empire,” British intervention and nationalist movements alike
formed a distinctly “Egyptian” culture that separated Egypt from Ottoman imperial oversight and
allowed for a more “liberalized” Egyptian press that disputed more radical and controversial
issues.40 This relative journalistic freedom ultimately contributed to the “journalistic phase of
Egyptian nationalism,” beginning in the late nineteenth-century.41
The origins of Egypt’s politicized press culture have been traced to Khedive Isma`il’s
reign (r. 1863-1879). Nawfal’s family entered Egypt in the 1870s in the midst of his rule, as his
“effort to stir anti-European opposition” encouraged a “liberalized” press.42 With aspirations to
modernize Egypt and ensure hereditary rule by paying tribute to the Ottoman Sultan, Isma`il
borrowed heavily from European powers and ultimately plunged Egypt into debt. Thus, the
1870s became an era in which the politicized press began to surge. The Nawfals specifically
entered Egypt seeking to benefit from this comparatively free press and use it as a platform from
which to project their ideas and works.
With encroaching European influence, the Ottoman government ultimately replaced
Isma`il with his son, Tawfiq. However, he too was unable to repress increasing European
financial and political control.”43 Rising Egyptian discontent prompted the ‘Urabi Revolt (18791882)—a movement led by nationalist military officer Ahmad ‘Urabi that resisted European and
British encroachment. This movement fueled the Egyptian nationalist press that bolstered ‘Urabi
ideologies. Newspapers such as Misr al-Fatat, Al-Mufid, Al-Mahrusa and Al-Burhan, were
“edited by the orator of the Urabi revolt, Abdullah al-Nadim.”44 These magazines collectively
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condemned Khedival rule, called on the Egyptians to rally to the support of ‘Urabi, and
“demanded Ottoman intervention to save the Muslims of Egypt from European domination.”45
The press ultimately became such a powerful force that the Egyptian government enacted the
Press Law of 1881, designed to curtail dissent under the justification of maintaining public order;
in this atmosphere, labels such as “political” or “religious” became contentious. The ‘Urabi
Revolt ceased in 1882, granting “Great Britain exclusive control over Egypt and caus[ing] a lull
in the activities of the press.”46
Though there was a temporary hiatus in the Egyptian press following this period of
revolts, it by no means halted journalism entirely. In the late 1880s, the press experienced a
resurgence, as journalism was one of the only available “outlets for discussion.”47 These
publications embraced nationalistic tones, encouraged by Khedive ‘Abbas Hilmi II (r. 18921914) “in an effort to undermine the British and augment his own power.”48 ‘Abbas, the British,
and the French all financed the Egyptian press, resulting in a surge of periodicals.
Simultaneously, the Ottoman Empire exercised increased control over the Arab provinces,
including Syria. This endeavor resulted in censorship measures that, in turn, prompted the
movement of Syrian writers to Egypt. Prior to World War I, Syrians “owned close to 20 percent
of the newspapers and journals founded in Egypt.”49 It was in this booming and contested literary
environment that al-Fatah piloted its first volume in 1892.
Although much of the Egyptian press swelled with the platform of anti-British and
nationalist efforts, it did not render the country immune to British influence. In relation to
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women and gender, Britain projected an Orientalist view of women onto Egyptian society in
which they maintained that Egyptian women were inferior and lacking in “progress” compared
to “Western” women. Thus, Britain aimed for “a transformation of the household” that involved
creating “modern” mothers.50 This process involved “freeing” women from traditional “Eastern”
roles and training them to fulfill their position as maternal educators. In the early to midnineteenth century, the Egyptian state “took a direct, although sporadic interest in the
development of education,” particularly under Muhammad Ali.51 However, subsequent decades
experienced rapid shifts in power and financial crises that ultimately deprioritized the
development of education, especially for females.52 British rule promised to “liberate” Egyptian
women via education but these promises proved rather empty. With the beginning of British
occupation in 1892, “the entire state-run school system consisted of 33 primary schools, 2
secondary schools, training schools for teachers and military and police officers, and schools of
law, medicine, and engineering.”53 British rule promoted educational systems akin to the ones
that “they knew at home, including an emphasis on private education, sexual segregation, and the
tracking of girls into domestic labor, whether as unpaid wives or paid servants.”54 British
“emancipation” for Egyptian women, thus, proved fruitless.
By reorganizing Egyptian society to establish “an educated Egyptian motherhood,” many
Egyptian writers internalized these prejudicial narratives and maintained that the home was a
female-dominated sphere in which women—specifically mothers—were the primary educators.55
This need to educate women and girls so that they could serve as “proper” mothers in the home
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soon penetrated the journalistic sphere. English periodicals themselves promoted female
domesticity as the ideal and “promis[ed] to train their readers to live up to it.”56 This emphasis on
women and mothers as educators by both Egyptians and colonialists “isolate[d] women as the
locus of the country's backwardness.”57 By organizing the family around a “disciplined” mother,
its members could embody and reinforce “the proper ‘mentality’ of the Egyptian—upon which
the very possibility of a social order was understood to depend.”58 With al-Fatah emerging in
this journalistic climate, the magazine naturally embraced this attitude regarding women’s
education and similarly internalized these larger Orientalist narratives. Al-Fatah repeatedly
displayed a sense of division between the “East” and the “West” and sought to model “Eastern”
women after “Western” women.59 Moreover, many authors writing in al-Fatah placed an
emphasis on female education with the understanding that enacting reform would ultimately train
women to be moral mothers who could raise upstanding children.
The broader literary culture in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century Egypt came to
be known as the nahda, which translates to “renaissance” or “awakening.” Authors and artists of
the nahda ventured “to create [the Muslim community, or public], define a discourse, and
educate that public to be socially and politically informed.”60 While the term “nahda” itself was
employed in various contexts, there existed a universal understanding of the nahda as “the
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upsurge of national feeling following liberation from oppression.”61 Evolving in such a climate,
al-Fatah undertook a broadly emancipatory tone. Rather than conveying this “emancipation”
strictly as freedom from colonial or state oppression, this magazine supported a female
emancipatory mission, one that was aimed at patriarchal structures and supported female voices.
However, this literary awakening was not limited to Egypt and extended to Greater Syria,
despite Ottoman censorship. In the midst of the nahda, “an intimate and complex intellectual and
reform network (or networks) ran between Beirut, Alexandria, and Cairo.”62 Many merchants
and intellectuals in Beirut—where Nawfal lived prior to Alexandria—“perceived their city as a
meeting place for the cultures and economies of East and West and themselves as a cosmopolitan
society familiar with other cultures.”63 With reforms surrounding the press, modernization, and
Westernization across the Mediterranean, there emerged a distinct intellectual class. As this
literary fluorescence grew, there emerged “two main sub-strata in the Beiruti middle class.”64
While the first subsect largely consisted of merchants, “the other sub-stratum included
intellectuals and littérateurs, writers, and members of the liberal professions, so that Beirut
became a scene of growing intellectual activity.”65 As a class experienced in foreign languages
and exposed to Western ideals, its members “develop[ed] a cosmopolitan outlook while
exploring and safeguarding [their] own local culture.”66
In response to the burgeoning intellectual class, literary salons served as spaces in which
these intellectuals met to discuss and debate topics relating to politics and culture. Females, too,
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participated in these networks of intellectual discourse. For instance, Maryana Marrash (18481919)—a Syrian nahda author—hosted such a salon from her home in Aleppo, reviving this
longstanding Arab tradition.67 The combination of nationalist tendencies, a “free” press, and the
nahda culture of intellectual networks created a kaleidoscopic atmosphere in which writers
sought to challenge certain societal norms.
However, standard historical narratives have conveyed the nahda as a movement that was
male-dominated, male-identified, and male-centered. The agents that have been remembered as
leading nahda figures were almost exclusively male. Authors such as Rifa'a al-Tahtawi (18011873) boasted about certain Western traditions that he believed would benefit Egyptian society.
Butrus al-Bustani (1819-1893)—a Syrian activist—embraced Syrian nationalism in his works
and advocacy. While the nahda flourished in a cosmopolitan atmosphere, it similarly emerged in
a climate of competing nationalisms. These movements were “aim[ed] at independence” through
“religious and political reform . . . following European trajectories of change.”68 Nationalists in
both Syria and Egypt constituted a Pan-Islamic movement that “promoted both Islamic unity and
national unity.”69 Agents such as Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (1838-1897) echoed the broader
unification of the Arab East in opposition to European encroachment.
While these nahda individuals often fueled nationalism and modernism, “the patriarchal
structures within Arab society were far from being displaced.”70 Rather than dislodging
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patriarchal institutions, these movements often transformed such structures into a
“neopatriarchy” that was “was neither modern nor traditional.”71 Nevertheless, this evolving
atmosphere “created a foundation in which women and men could re-debate their relationships in
the family, and women seized the opportunity to re-maneuver their place in society and enhance
their power to negotiate with husbands and fathers.”72 Therefore, gender debates were by no
means absent from the nahda sphere; rather it has historically been assumed that men were the
sole agents of the movement. However, al-Fatah proved otherwise. This periodical marked the
coalescence of a female nahda—a movement that not only featured and supported female
authors but also discussed topics relating to gender and the advancement of women in society. In
fact, in tracing the use of the term “nahda,” scholar Hannah Scott Deuchar has discovered that
“the pivotal first use of ‘nahḍa’ itself was in the context of offering women’s rights,” indicating
a larger connectedness of a female nahda.73
As the first of its kind to truly provide a platform for a variety of gender issues by myriad
authors, al-Fatah put forth a broadly emancipatory mission to usher in the female nahda. By the
nature of what it aspired to achieve and the inclusion of myriad female voices, al-Fatah was
truly a variety magazine, tackling topics ranging from beauty standards, household duties, local
and international news, and demands for gender equality. Though the magazine was
experimental, and articles came and went on a “trial-and-error” basis, it did not render al-Fatah
propelled its authors and readers forward together. It provided a platform from which women
could voice their concerns on issues they felt pertained to them. While Egyptian and European
women were incorporated into the magazine—either through references or featured works—al-
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Fatah mainly provided an outlet for Syrian women; these were females who wished to join the
nahda discourse but were faced with strict censorship. In doing so, al-Fatah helped to foster a
female literary network, as well as advance the individual goals of these women, such as female
education.
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, I will explore the environment surrounding the emergence of
al-Fatah. How did the Egyptian and Alexandrian nahda climates allow for al-Fatah’s emergence
and eventual success? In addition to Egypt’s more liberalized press and the cultural vibrancy of
port cities, the female authors of al-Fatah brought with them intellectual ideologies from Syria
that impacted how these women advocated for female advancement in the public and literary
spheres. This chapter aims to explore the ways in which al-Fatah responded to the contemporary
intellectual atmosphere, as well as how it revolutionized this era. Chapter 2 undertakes an
analysis of the social aims advocated for in al-Fatah. These aspirations overwhelmingly called
for gender equality and women’s rights broadly, with an emphasis on female education and
allowing women to write and express their ideals freely. While the abundance of female authors
represented in al-Fatah made the magazine diverse, there remained a consciousness of a shared
mission amongst these writers. Authors across the periodical used universalizing phrases, such as
banat al-sharq (daughters of the East), to convey a sense of community and solidarity among its
readers and writers. In the final chapter, Chapter 3, I explore a few of al-Fatah’s prime movers
and key nodes in its network—Hind Nawfal, Zaynab Fawwaz, Mariam Khalid, and Mariam
Haddad. These women had particular stories and their own agendas. But they also came together
to voice al-Fatah’s universal aspirations, and they helped forge the network of leading women
that is one of the magazine’s primary legacies. Al-Fatah emerged at a time of social unrest and
intellectual outreach: Egypt was seeking emancipation from colonial rule; Syrian intellectuals
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were seeking freedom from Ottoman censorship. Al-Fatah harnessed the energy of the age in its
mission, which sought the emancipation of women from patriarchal oppression, and the lifting of
female voices.
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Chapter 1: Egypt as a Writer’s Haven
The late nineteenth century experienced an influx of Syrian authors venturing to Egypt to
capitalize on its more liberalized press. Though Egypt overall represented a “free” press for
many Levantine émigrés, Alexandria, as a port city, posed a unique intellectual climate that
allowed for the birth and eventual growth of al-Fatah. Within this culture of intellectual
networks, the authors of al-Fatah embraced Egypt’s nahda, while incorporating identities and
ideologies from their Syrian homeland. Despite al-Fatah’s inclusion of Syrian ideologies and
works, these authors still promoted Egypt as a safe haven to support female authors and launch a
platform dedicated to gender-related issues. Amongst these “push-and-pull” factors that fueled
Syrian migration into Egypt, there existed tremendous fluidity in this world. Syrian intellectuals
not only ventured to Egypt to pursue their literary goals but also established thriving Syrian
intellectual communities in Egypt.

The Alexandrian Literary Climate
Within a riveting press, networks of Syrian authors migrated to Egypt towards the end of
the nineteenth century. The implications of such a movement is that these Syrian migrants
brought with them an intellectual network, fueled by the desire to publish their own works. There
existed a balance of “push” and “pull” factors that drew Syrian migrants to Egypt—and
specifically Alexandria—during the nahda period. Syrian migrants were “pushed” out of greater
Syria as an escape from the recently censored press. Similarly, Egyptian nahda intellectuals
sought out these migrants in search of expanding “radical” ideologies rooted in social justice. It
was in this cosmopolitan context of an ever-increasing, interlocking web of intellectuals and
radical thought that al-Fatah emerged.
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While Egypt was the land of “freedom of speech”, three cities in particular proved
fruitful in fueling the nahda movement: Beirut, Cairo, and Alexandria. Though each defined and
transformed the nahda in unique respects, this paper will devote specific attention to Alexandria,
as it was the place of publication for al-Fatah. Alexandria, along with Cairo, was a particularly
“vibrant political and cultural [center] for local reformist and radical networks revising social
relations.”74 Beyond Alexandria’s kaleidoscopic political vibrancy, the city attracted “groups of
networks of migrant and immigrant activists.”75 Alexandria, thus, was a city placed at the
forefront of reform, with those born outside of the country often paving the way.
Within the Egyptian intellectual milieu, Alexandria had a distinct culture of journalism
that attracted Syrian migrants who maintained the desire to promote and expand their intellectual
circles and “radical” ideologies. As referenced earlier, Beirut, Cairo, and Alexandria were the
three nahda centers—which, in part, explained the influx of Beiruti-authors writing to al-Fatah.
Nevertheless, Alexandria, as a port city, possessed “a lively and dynamic culture” due “in part to
the various foreign elements” present within the city.76 Alexandria, along with its “sister” port
city, Istanbul, “encouraged a truly new departure in the development of literature and the arts in
Egypt and Turkey.”77 Much of this cultural florescence can be attributed to the influx of
“foreign” cultures and the cultural synthesis that emerged because of it. In the case of
Alexandria, this phenomenon largely consisted of Syrian migrant intellectuals who brought with
them their European education and desire to share their intellect and their works.
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Though Istanbul and Alexandria both served as multicultural port cities that contributed
to artistic, cultural, and literary florescence, Alexandria posed its own unique history and culture
within the nahda. For instance, journalistic activity had been harbored in Alexandria since 1798,
as a result of Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt. Since then, Alexandria had been the home of
numerous European magazines, including but not limited to: the French magazine al-Tambīh—
published in Arabic—the Italian magazine Il Progresso (1858-1859), and three French
magazines titled Miscellea Aegyptica (1843), L’Echo des Pyramides (1827), and Le Phare
d’Alexandrie (1842).78 As this network and presence of predominantly French magazines grew,
the journalistic sphere became increasingly concerned with discussing culture.
Nahda periodicals such as al-Fatah and others similar to it had a “network”-like quality
to their intellectual endeavors. The process of publishing periodicals, both throughout the nahdadriven Syrian diaspora and in the eras prior to it, “had more often than not been the fruit of
communal efforts.”79 Owners mobilized their families and communities to aid in production, as
was the case of Nawfal’s own father assisting in al-Fatah’s production and dispersion.
Moreover, nahda writing was typically not driven by a singular author; rather, magazines
“essentially were written by an anonymous mass that the periodical personified.”80 Even the
name al-Fatah—“the young girl”—was indicative of the types of authors the magazine sought to
attract, inspire, and unify. With a shared mission, periodical production in the nahda era became
inherently communal. And, with Syrians holding a shared émigré identity, the communal nature
of publications and literature only intensified, both within and across periodicals.81
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However, this diaspora of Syrian migrant intellectuals did not live and work all on their
own. They were also intentionally “recruited” by communities in Egypt and Alexandria. Just as
Syrian migrants were eager to share their thoughts and educational background with the
Egyptian press, they were welcomed because of it.82 With a prestigious background in European
and/or American education, these migrants were embraced in intellectual networks and in the
journalistic sphere.
Moreover, due to Egypt’s physical and political distance from the empire’s center, the
country experienced a relatively high degree of autonomy that left it less affected by Ottoman
reforms than other regions, such as Syria or Lebanon. This flexibility applied to the press as well,
allowing for a broader array of topics and issues to be addressed. Even Egypt’s use of Arabic
over Turkish—“the official language of government in 1869”—within the journalistic sphere
reflected “a new degree of linguistic and national independence from the Ottoman center.”83
However, Egypt’s journalistic sphere was not without constraints. Magazines readily labeled
themselves as “literary”, “scientific”, “historical”, and “humorous”—to name a few. But, often
“absent from the lists were the labels ‘political’ or ‘religious’,” as periodicals that revealed their
missions as such “were more tightly regulated.”84 Nawfal herself introduced al-Fatah as “a
scientific, historical, humoristic magazine” that “ha[d] no goal in political matters, no aim in
religious controversies.”85 Nevertheless, simply stating as such did not render these magazines
apolitical; rather, it was a tactic used to discuss these topics more freely. With this leniency,
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many Syrian women embraced Egypt as a haven for their writing in which they could project
their concerns and the values brought about by their European-influenced education.
The communal nature of literature and reading aided in unifying and strengthening a
social mission. Surrounding al-Fatah, “the oral transmission of culture predominated in the
nineteenth century, and women were probably more accustomed to the idea of texts being read
aloud . . . than to the notion of reading themselves.”86 Granted, this communal reading for
females was originally intended to facilitate Qur’an recitation but, in actuality, the literary
interests of women were much more difficult to regulate. For these women, reading “was often a
sociable experience to be enjoyed with family members.”87 If a daughter, sister, or mother could
not read, then another family member would read to them; even “husbands were encouraged to
discuss the contents of appropriate works with their wives, if the latter could not read.”88 With
reading serving as a communal, and often familial, process, women’s magazines, including alFatah could penetrate both the private and public spheres and extend its works to this “listening”
audience.
Moreover, prior experience with censorship sometimes compelled Syrian nahda-migrants
to “overcompensate and use the freedom of expression” to “[promote] more radical ideas” that
could not have been published under Syria’s restrictions.89 Such an impulse typically resulted in
the publication and popularization of more radical magazines. In addition to al-Fatah’s
revolutionary work that placed gender roles at the forefront of debate, other similarly radical
ideas emerged.90 Written and published by a network of Syrian migrant intellectuals, these
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magazines often hinted at socialist ideals and demanded various types of reform, as well as
indicated concern with global affairs. Al-Fatah repeatedly featured “news” stories from countries
such as America, Britain, Italy, France, and Japan to convey and debate the positions of women
across the globe.
The authors of al-Fatah shared in this impulse to view Egypt as a safe haven for their
authorship, especially considering the controversial topics that were often discussed. An article
titled “Al-Fatah”, written in the magazine’s second volume, particularly highlighted Egypt’s
more “progressive” approach to writing, as well as the necessity for female authorship. The
article demanded it as “a service of the homeland . . . for everyone to make sure that the women”
are writing in abundance and that the people can “hear the creaking of the surplus of hustling
pens.”91 The article’s anonymous author discussed this service in the context of Syria and the
Syrian press, implying that this sort of literary freedom for women was difficult to achieve or
even non-existent in Syria. The article then quickly transitioned to Egypt as a point of
comparison. While Syria embodied a lack of opportunity for female engagement with the literary
sphere, “the Egyptian countries” allowed for the “daughters of the East” to communicate in a
number of “Western languages.”92
Without such an opportunity in Syria, populations risked “let[ting] the broken pen
become abandoned ink.”93 This article specifically exemplified how Syria, despite its nahda
climate, offered limited opportunities for female authorship. With these women eager to share all
that they had learned from Western education, they pursued Egypt’s liberalized press. For these
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authors, Egypt not only offered an atmosphere in which to discuss gender but also allowed for its
authors to share “Western” ideologies. This stance is not to over-romanticize the position of
women in Egyptian society. The agents of al-Fatah were frustrated by the restrictions placed on
Syrian journalism and, thus, idealized Egypt in the sense of the “freedom of the press”. However,
they recognized that Egyptian society was not without its faults. Though the writers of al-Fatah
idealized the women of Egypt’s pharaonic past, they were also quick to criticize the
contemporary position of women in Egyptian society. Despite the presence of a liberal press,
Egyptian women and women in Egypt nonetheless experienced inequalities in the domestic and
educational spheres.
Throughout the course of al-Fatah’s publication, there were numerous—presumably
female—authors writing from across the globe to the magazine, including, but not limited to,
France, Egypt, and, most prominently Beirut. The reoccurrence of Beiruti authors writing to alFatah further supported the notion that these women understood Egypt as a sanctuary for
journalism’s “freedom of the press”.94 One article of Beirut-origin, published in al-Fatah in
November of 1892, praised the women’s magazine and its mission. The author congratulated the
writers of al-Fatah for its eloquent rhetoric that assisted in “spreading the spirit of reform and
freedom” all of which reflected “zeal for humanity and its development.”95 After requesting that
the editors offer her writing a place in al-Fatah, the author continued to express her hope for alFatah to engrain its mission into “the hearts of young girls” and, ultimately, “[raise] the
scientific and literary status of women.”96
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Many of these Beirut-articles adopted this laudatory tone towards al-Fatah, partly due to
their desire for their writing to be published in the magazine. Even with this arguably selfserving praise, the actuality was that these Syrian authors were writing to al-Fatah because they
supported its mission in some capacity. Al-Fatah, women’s magazines, and nahda periodicals
broadly thrived from a foundational relationship between the editor and the magazine’s readers
and contributors. For women’s magazines specifically, this tactic “raised consciousness among
women.”97 By featuring articles written to the magazine, “these magazines created a forum for
discussion that reached across the public/private divide,” ultimately uniting women through a
literary platform.
Though al-Fatah contained approximately seven articles that were explicitly labeled as
being from Beirut, it is safe to assume that this number was greater, with the articles being
published anonymously or not being accepted for publication in al-Fatah. Regardless, the
quantity of these (female) Beiruti authors writing for publication in al-Fatah embodied how they
viewed—and even admired—al-Fatah as a platform in which their ideas could be supported and
spread. In this sense, al-Fatah was a catalyst for and, arguably, the primary method of
communication in which all “Eastern” women concerned with discussing gender and gender
roles could express their opinions and showcase their authorship.
In addition to al-Fatah serving as the vehicle for which women could engage in gender
discourse, these Beirut-authors similarly recognized themselves and their works as part of alFatah’s mission to unite women across the “East” in efforts to raise their position in “Eastern”
society. Mariam Haddad, in her article written in Beirut on January 25, 1893, utilized this
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language of “banat al-sharq”—“daughters of the East.”98 Though al-Fatah’s strategic use of this
phrase is discussed and analyzed in detail in Chapter 2, “banat al-sharq” was essentially a
method by which al-Fatah sought to unify “Eastern” women across religious and geographical
borders under a common goal. Haddad employed this phrase “banat al-sharq” in her desire to
witness the advancement of these women in society, particularly in how “inform[ing] and
educat[ing] the mind [can] [promote] it from a state of foolishness and indolence.”99 Marketing
herself as “a champion of knowledge,” Haddad envisioned herself as having agency in alFatah’s mission to elevate the status of women, which, in turn, would contribute to an entire
society reaching a more notable, knowledgeable, and “progressive” status.100
Mariam Muzhar—writing from Beirut on March 20, 1893—similarly envisioned
herself and her writing as existing in this larger “feminist” network. Although her writing did not
contain the phrase banat al-sharq, or another similar to it, she referred to “the revolution in our
East” (al-thawra fi sharqina).101 As part of this thawra, she specifically referenced how a woman
has “[come] close to her husband in progress and greatness.”102 Akin to Mariam Haddad,
Mariam Muzhar admired al-Fatah as the “first and official women’s newspaper for women”—a
literary project that was uniquely designed by women for women.103 She continued in her flattery
of al-Fatah, remarking on how the mere act of “publishing these good deeds”—instances of
women achieving a higher status in the public, literary, and domestic spheres—could inspire
others to do the same.104 In concluding her article, Muzhar declared her intentions to continue
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her involvement with and advertisement of al-Fatah through “describing [its] works” and “the
results of [the magazine’s] charitable endeavors.”105 She similarly expressed her experience in
doing so, as she “mention[ed] [al-Fatah] in a second letter” about “its presence and its work” at
the Zahrat al-'Iihsan School.106
With these references to “the revolution in our East” and Muzhar’s desire to expand alFatah’s mission through her own works, it was evident that she envisioned herself as an agent in
al-Fatah’s literary sphere. This sort of engagement demonstrated how women—in Egypt and
across the Levantine region—recognized al-Fatah as the platform in which to, not only mark
their status as an author, but also to advocate for the betterment of their condition under a
patriarchal society at large. Overall, women such as Mariam Haddad and Mariam Muzhar and
this larger network of Beirut writers saw themselves as part of al-Fatah’s “feminist” mission and
recognized al-Fatah as the platform and method by which to achieve this mission, whereas other
methods implied censorship barriers.

The Alexandrian Network of Political and Cultural Journals
Given Alexandria’s journalistic history—ushered in by resistance towards French and,
later, British occupation—the city was quick to welcome cultural and artistic endeavors in the
literary sphere. Namely, “the clandestine Young Egypt society” not only supported journals but
piloted one of their own—Misr al-Fata (1879)—which was published in both French and
Arabic.107 Similarly, the weekly magazine, Misr, that had been edited by Syrians and originally
established in Cairo, moved to Alexandria in 1879.108 Once in Alexandria, the Syrians who had
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published Misr—Adib Ishaq and Salim al-Naqqash—launched a second magazine, al-Tijara.109
Simply the title, al-Tijara—which translates to “commerce” or “trade”—embodied the economic
vibrancy and “mixity” of this port-city atmosphere. These magazines are but two examples of
this shift in Egyptian literary culture.
Even within their time, Misr and al-Tijara were recognized as vessels for intellectual
pioneers within the literary sphere and Egyptian culture at large. Particularly, novelists,
journalists, and editors remarked upon Misr and al-Tijara “as pillars in the evolution of Egyptian
journalism, carrying the level of intellectual debate forward through their use of an
unprecedented direct language.”110 Once these magazines ceased publication, two similar
magazines—al-Mahrusa (The Protected) and al-‘Asr al-Jadid (The New Age)—were published
in 1880 to take the place of Misr and al-Tijara, again personifying the revolutionary climate of
Egyptian journalism during the nahda era.111 Though these four magazines are a few examples
of the Egyptian literary sphere in Alexandria, they embodied the larger trends of their time. As
referenced earlier, though Cairo was not without a vibrant literary sphere, the nahda culture in
Alexandria “was more culturally oriented” post-1880.112 This approach was not only concerned
with Egyptian culture but also with geographies and customs across the globe, granting it a
cosmopolitan nature in a period of growing nationalism. To illustrate, Najib Ghargur—“one of
the most prolific writers in Alexandrian journalism at this time”—was concerned with the
adoption of other customs in Alexandrian culture.113 One of his earlier works, his magazine titled
al-Babagha‘ (1887) was “modeled on the Bolognese Il Paparillo.”114 Once al-Babagha‘
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completed its issues, Ghargur then became an editor of the literary journal, al-Manara (1888)—a
magazine that “also represented Italian cultural influences in Alexandria.”115
This was the atmosphere that al-Fatah emerged into in the early 1890s. These
Alexandrian periodicals reflected the larger surrounding climate of intellectual networks
producing works that discussed culture and cross-cultural exchanges. Al-Fatah was no exception.
It was a journal concerned with cultural norms and aimed to utilize a network of Syrian
intellectuals to advance a mission that challenged the contemporary, cemented norms. In the case
of al-Fatah, this objective concerned the patriarchy and the disadvantaged position of women in
society. Moreover, al-Fatah, as part of its universalizing mission, did undertake a slightly
nationalistic tone, as was typical of nahda journalism. For instance, the magazine dedicated itself
to debating the position of women in “Eastern” society and advocated for the unification of and
elevating the status of the banat al-sharq—daughters of the East. However, even though there
existed nationalistic qualities that perpetuated notions of “Eastern” women and “Eastern”
cultures, al-Fatah discussed women in societies across the globe and even engaged with this
global audience itself. This trend was not unusual for an Alexandrian journal, as many sought to
discuss, challenge, and debate cultural norms within their own community and in “foreign”
communities as well.
Al-Fatah was a product of its environment in this sense—it was a magazine concerned
with culture, controversial topics, and global affairs. Though, prior to al-Fatah, gender was
hardly addressed in Alexandrian—or even “Eastern”—cultural journalism, it was a topic that
was generally debated. `A’isha Taymur (1840-1902) is remembered as “one of the pioneering
women writers of the time.”116 From an early age, Taymur rejected her mother’s desires for her
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to learn domestic duties such as embroidery and, instead, insisted that she learn how to read and
write. Prior to the publication of female literary magazines—including al-Fatah—Taymur
criticized the cult of domesticity and its presence in girls’ education in her works.
Taymur’s writing influenced subsequent female authors but her work was also pivotal in
sparking “what should be legitimately considered as the first national public debate on gender
issues and concerns.”117 For instance, prior to al-Fatah’s first publication in November of 1892,
Hilyat al-Tiraz (1892) featured Taymur’s poetry “that linked her difficult personal journey as a
woman writer and the ups and downs of the Egyptian society and government and how they
contributed to the changing definitions of Islamic femininity, modernity, and politics.”118
Taymur’s own work—Mir’at al-Ta’mul fi al-Umur (1892)—similarly provoked debate
surrounding women, religion, and society through its discussion on “the sacred aspect shaping
the developing modern national community offering a novel interpretation of the Qur’anic verses
that dealt with male leadership over women in the family.”119
However, Taymur’s work did not exist in a vacuum. Her works brought gender roles to
the forefront of public debate prior to the era of women’s magazines. Taymur’s role in this
debate has been described as “[taking] the initiative of bringing the changing gender relations in
the family to the attention of the readers and examining the impact of the new materialism that
fueled male greed had on the crisis of the family.”120 It was her work on “the changing roles of
men and women in the family” that brought gender issues to the forefront of public debate and
inspired the women’s magazines that followed in her path.121 With an increased public interest in
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gender-related discourse, female authors organized to establish a platform to discuss such
matters.122 In this sense, al-Fatah was responding to its surrounding environment, incorporating
and building upon the momentum of a political press. Women discussing gender roles and
challenging the norms of familial life and domesticity were already in the public eye. Noticing
this trend in a culture of journalistic vibrancy, al-Fatah organized to develop a platform in which
to debate these topics on a more “formalized” scale and to do so in a way that was specifically
aimed at a female audience and designed to raise the position of women in society. In doing so, it
produced a female literary network and inaugurated the female nahda.

Syrian Migrants in Nahda Egypt
Syrian migrant intellectuals sought out Egypt and, specifically, Alexandria as a sanctuary
for literary development, especially when discussing more controversial topics. The more this
migrant network expanded and became institutionalized via journalism, the more it attracted
those who wanted to further contribute to this network. However, despite how these Syrian
migrant intellectuals embraced Alexandrian journalistic culture, they did not miraculously
become “Egyptian.” In other words, they continued to maintain certain Syrian cultural values
that impacted the discourse present in their literary works, even in instances in which its authors
were marketing themselves and their mission to a more “radical” Egyptian culture. In the case of
al-Fatah, this Syrian culture manifested itself in extended attention given to education and, being
a magazine by women and for women, these articles naturally traced girls’ education.
Though Beirut experienced a far stricter Ottoman press censorship than Egypt had, the
city nonetheless maintained a print culture of its own. With the influx of European and American
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missionaries seeking to advance their educational goals, in Beirut there simultaneously emerged
“a hub for the production and circulation of Arabic thought.”123 The press surged following 1900
but had roots reaching into the last decade(s) of the nineteenth century. Much like Alexandria,
Beirut’s press culture thrived due to cultural syncretism. While Alexandrian journalistic cultured
thrived off of its status as a port city, Beirut’s cultural synthesis came overwhelmingly from the
expansion of European and American schools. These missionary schools added another
dimension to the development of Beirut’s intellectual sphere beyond the cosmopolitan
atmosphere associated with its port-city status.
Hence, nineteenth-century Syria experienced a culture shift in educational reform,
particularly in how it promoted and understood education. In this region and era, there emerged
two intellectual branches pertaining to education: ta‘lim and tarbiya. While ta‘lim typically
pertained to the process of learning new skills to achieve social mobility, tarbiya “came to refer
to processes of upbringing, education, and moral cultivation that promised to train obedient
individuals to inhabit their places in society.”124 Tarbiya, therefore, developed as an intellectual
ideology that enforced the rigidity of social structures, ultimately “imbuing the
education/upbringing dyad with the power to stabilize existing social hierarchies.”125 Hence,
education developed a rhetoric that emphasized “moral ends at the community level and practical
ends at the individual level.”126
In this period, Beirut experienced the expansion of Catholic, Sunni, and Protestant
schools that similarly aimed “to attract students hoping for a better future while stabilizing an
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established status quo.”127 These Catholic institutions, specifically, capitalized on tarbiya and
became an elite affair. As Europe increasingly funded these schools, local Catholic families
latched onto these elitist hierarchies and “used their control over the distribution of educational
funds to reaffirm a vision of social order that secured their positions and patronage networks.”128
Though a few of these schools in Beirut taught “arts, French, Arabic, history, geography, and
arithmetic,” the vast majority of these schools operated under a broader mission of “training in
obedience, piety, and basic literacy”—values indicative of tarbiya.129
It should be noted that these developments in education were not only predominantly
elite affairs, but they were also explicitly geared towards young boys and training them to exist
within a certain state bureaucracy and social structure. Nonetheless, concerns surrounding female
education were not absent. Buṭrus al-Bustani—a prominent nahda writer—delivered a speech
titled “On the Education of Women” in which he addressed how this tarbiya intellectual ideal of
being trained to fulfill a certain role related to women. In fact, al-Bustani maintained that tarbiya
was “something women would learn how to do through proper schooling.”130 In his speech, he
commented upon the dangers of neglecting female education and claimed that female tarbiya
education was critical for teaching these women how to become proper home-makers.131
Due to Nawfal’s own background in Beirut, al-Fatah naturally adopted some of these
trends and values. As an elite Christian woman who was the daughter of two writers, she was
exposed to this intellectual atmosphere and educational structure, even informally. In addition to
Nawfal’s own Beirut-based education and background, al-Fatah similarly valued articles and
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letters written by Beirut-women. With the agents of al-Fatah having such an extensive
background in Beirut’s educational and intellectual spheres, it is understandable as to why alFatah itself would adopt similar tarbiya values regarding education.
In addition to gender discourse, al-Fatah concerned itself with current events, typically
offering featured profiles of women and weddings across the globe. Often, the magazine
employed a tactic of detailing current events to suggest larger issues of gender inequality and
female “progress.” As an Alexandria-based magazine, al-Fatah naturally gave attention to
current affairs in Egypt through its reoccurring articles titled “Misr”—“Egypt”—or “bi-Misr”—
“In Egypt.”
In one “Egypt” article, appearing in the fifth volume of al-Fatah, the author approached
the issue of female education. The article began by offering an explanation for the “decline” of
nations. According to the anonymous author, “decline” is a consequence of “the nation not
rais[ing] its daughters” and, instead, leaving them “in the darkness of ignorance.”132 To continue,
“as long as education is not shared between [boys] and girls” then a nation would not be able to
achieve this sort of equality that allows for progress; while neglect of this issue would cause
decline by default.133 The author, therefore, immediately positioned female education—or,
rather, the lack of—as an area of social concern and the primary factor contributing to gender
inequality and a society’s lack of “progress” overall.
The mentality conveyed in this article embodied the tarbiya mentality present in Beirut.
Just as tarbiya was rooted in educating a child to fill a specific role in society, this article was
aimed at pursuing female education as the sole outlet in which to train women to fulfill their role
as mothers. Furthermore, as stated, tarbiya was an intellectual ideology that ultimately upheld
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certain societal structures. Though it is unlikely that this article in al-Fatah desired to maintain
patriarchal norms, the article nonetheless reflected a desire to maintain a certain societal
structure. Rather, if women did not properly fulfill their domestic duties in motherhood, they
would not only corrupt their own families but would ultimately contribute to the “decline” of a
society in its entirety. With this vague threat of destruction should women not receive and/or
pursue education, it was evident that the author of this article envisioned women’s motherly
duties as upholding a vital role within society—one that, if broken, could lead to societal
collapse.
This article encompassed the tarbiya ideology in its advocacy of education—an effort
which displayed the prolonged influence of the Syrian journalistic culture on what has typically
been labeled as an “Egyptian” or “Alexandrian” magazine. Nonetheless, articles and movements
such as these provoke larger questions surrounding al-Fatah’s mission. Namely, the extent to
which these women internalized this “cult of domesticity” narrative is debatable. In other words,
did these women fully believe that it was their duty to exist as mothers and homemakers, or did
they pursue a more “acceptable” patriarchal narrative in order to achieve some measure of
education, regardless of the lessons it taught?

Al-Fatah: A Revolutionary or Reactionary Magazine?
In most senses, al-Fatah embodied the overarching trends of the nahda press. It was a
“radical” magazine in how it concerned itself with global cultures and advocated for social
progress. The influences of being published by a Syrian migrant who had an extensive
background in Western languages and Western education aided in this mission. Al-Fatah
emerged in the same broad, intellectual migrant network that so many of these nahda periodicals
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had. Al-Fatah was published in nadḍa Alexandria under the overarching emancipation-oriented
themes of radical intellectual webs fueled by Syrian émigrés. However, this context is not meant
to diminish the distinctive qualities of al-Fatah. Although this periodical embodied such themes,
it was nonetheless revolutionary in its mission to serve as a platform to advance the position of
women by through their voices.
Though the “woman question” was an aspect of public discourse, seldom were women’s
rights and gender roles at the center of discussion, much less through a unified voice or
movement. More importantly, though countless intellectual networks thrived in this era, al-Fatah
was the first to establish a distinctly female network. While at its start, al-Fatah was established
with the assistance of Nawfal’s father—who also occasionally wrote for the magazine—the
agents of the magazine were overwhelmingly female. Although anonymous essays dominated
the magazine, when authors were listed, they almost all female. It was this network of female
Syrian migrant intellectuals that advocated for change in gender roles and called into question
longstanding assumptions about women in the public spheres.
Even within its time, al-Fatah was recognized as revolutionary. In a letter addressed to
Nawfal, an anonymous author praised al-Fatah as a “great project” that was able to raise the
position of women in society through its ability to bring neglected issues to the forefront of
debate.134 Even in its introduction, al-Fatah piloted itself as “the first of its kind under the
Eastern sky” in how it was a magazine by women, for women, and meant to discuss topics
relevant to women.135
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While providing a platform for gender-related issues was a revolutionary act in itself,
being the “first of its kind” burdened al-Fatah with an experimental nature. The magazine
broadly advocated for gender equality and an increased presence of women in the public and
literary spheres but offered no singular, tangible mission in doing so. The ambivalent nature of
al-Fatah was not because the periodical was somehow aimless or disorganized. Rather, the
magazine was designed to feature a plethora of female authors, each writing to voice their own
concerns in the gender debate. Therefore, despite the revolutionary nature of the mere creation of
al-Fatah, the magazine remained rhetorical and plurivocal.
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Chapter 2: A Radical Movement?
First published in November of 1892, al-Fatah marked a turning point in the nahda
movement by highlighting and solidifying the female nahda. Though many authors tackled
topics related to modernization and Westernization, al-Fatah approached these topics through
the female gaze.136 In its first publication, Hind Nawfal outlined the aims of this revolutionary
magazine. Labeled as a “scientific, historical, humoristic magazine concerned with sex
[gender]”, al-Fatah claimed to write only on matters that were of concern for women.137 Topics
in the magazine included “science and literature, character and morality, clothes and dress,
childrearing and good management, and all that is necessary for [women] in sewing, tailoring,
threading, inscribing, drawing, painting, and needlework.”138 Nawfal and others appeared to cast
a strictly descriptive tone upon al-Fatah, offering “objective” descriptions of domestic duties,
women in the public sphere, and details of physical appearance. Even in the magazine’s
introduction, Nawfal asserted that the magazine had “no goal in political matters” and “no aim in
religious controversies.”139 However, just by the very nature of the topics discussed, al-Fatah
was political.140
In this chapter, I will address how al-Fatah was a political magazine, despite its
appearance of objectivity. Rather than the descriptive nature of al-Fatah reflecting apathy
towards gender-issues, this effort was employed as a tactic to avoid being outwardly political in
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ways that would solicit censorship. Similarly, on the outset, al-Fatah gave the appearance of
conforming to patriarchal agendas—it offered descriptions of domestic duties in detail and
justified female education as a necessity for cultivating “proper” wives and mothers. However, I
argue that this was another strategy to make a revolutionary magazine regarding a controversial
topic acceptable in a predominantly patriarchal literary sphere. Al-Fatah, therefore, operated on a
“give-and-take” nature, seeking smaller, more attainable goals while beginning the larger
conversation on women in the public sphere.

Social Issues Addressed in al-Fatah
Despite its apparent conformity to patriarchal norms, al-Fatah operated to challenge
these values regarding the public sphere in an attempt to grant women a voice in the conversation
about modernization. Under the disguise of exploring and defining women’s roles in the home,
al-Fatah’s introduction already began to hint at challenging patriarchal assumptions. Its apparent
descriptive quality, thus, operated to protect its more radical mission. For instance, though the
magazine’s dedicated itself to the roles of women in the domestic sphere, it similarly referenced
the women who defied these roles with equal value. The importance of public women as
examples of female potential in traditionally male roles was established as early as al-Fatah’s
introduction, in which Nawfal cited female historical figures, such as Joan of Arc, in admiration
of their courage.141
In addition to referencing historical figures and the “Egyptian women of Pharaonic
times”, Nawfal mentioned women who served as models for al-Fatah’s prospects.142 Aiming to
serve as “the first of its kind under the eastern sky”, Nawfal remarked on women’s magazines
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with similar aims that existed elsewhere in the world.143 Primarily, she “mention[ed] Mrs Carver,
who [wrote] in the Daily News of Paris and [was] counted among the most famous
journalists.”144 Though, as Nawfal stated, the aim of mentioning such authors was not to equate
al-Fatah’s status with that of prominent magazines, such references provided insight into alFatah’s aims and models.145 These references illustrated the Western influence of al-Fatah,
which is to be expected considering Nawfal’s upbringing in schools that taught French and
emphasized the European-model for education. However, citing women such as these more
subtly referenced the aims of al-Fatah. While it was rare to publish a magazine that featured
“public” women, the subtlety of al-Fatah was found in how it featured these women in a
seemingly objective rendition of factual news.
Although Egypt was recognized for its more liberal press in this era, such freedom in the
press did not negate the patriarchy that was entrenched in society. While women had prominent
roles as editors and authors, it was still men that dominated the literary sphere, funded these
writing ventures, and even dictated which magazines were worthy of publication. Nawfal’s own
father supported the birth of al-Fatah and its early publication. With men resting at the center of
the literary sphere, it would be counterproductive for any magazine to be so explicitly antipatriarchal in its earliest forms. Therefore, al-Fatah was often left to hint at its overarching goal
of advancing the rights of women. Especially in its earliest volumes, al-Fatah referenced
women’s positions in the public sphere, not by demanding that they should have such a role, but,
rather, by demonstrating women’s roles through example. In other words, al-Fatah offered
snippets of the lives and accomplishments of public women and presented them in a descriptive
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and seemingly objective manner, displaying a particular fondness for Queen Victoria (18191901).
In addition to references to female authorship in the introduction, al-Fatah also included
several articles that featured women—almost exclusively European—in the public and political
spheres, which were traditionally “male” realms. The magazine’s first volume featured articles
addressing these European women, of which were: “Her Majesty Queen Victoria of England”
and “Baroness Bradt Coastes.” This volume also included articles that referenced women in the
public a bit more broadly, as demonstrated by articles such as “The Women’s Section at the
Chicago Exhibition” and “A Women’s Show in Paris”. Such trends continued into the second
volume, where al-Fatah’s authors wrote on “Miss Elizabeth Dawes of America,” “Katrina the
First of the Russian Empire,” and again on the “Women’s Section of the Chicago Exhibition.”
The article on the “Women’s Section of the Chicago Exhibition” included females from Chicago
writing to al-Fatah to discuss a female conference that included “speeches of writers.”146 These
speeches were designed to represent “the likes of female writers” and address the
accomplishments of women.147 This Chicago-based letter specifically requested for al-Fatah to
send pieces from Syrian authors that “[they] find an appropriate topic of research and
consideration,” exemplifying the magazine’s impulse to foster a network of Levantine female
writers.148 The third volume continued the discussion on the women’s section at the Chicago
Exhibition and later volumes continued to reference these European and American women.
Nonetheless, this tactic was especially present in the magazine’s earliest volumes. These
references in the magazine’s initial volumes could be understood as al-Fatah “testing the waters”
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before discussing women’s roles and rights in the public a bit more explicitly. By hinting at the
advancement of women in the public, as opposed to demanding or even directly advocating for
it, al-Fatah could make itself acceptable to a patriarchal audience.
Even by appearing to conform to the patriarchy and supposedly undertaking an apolitical
role, al-Fatah did address social issues rather explicitly. Some articles, more than others,
advocated for, suggested, or even demanded the advancement of women’s rights (al-ḥuquq). An
author under the title “Rosa”—presumably an alias—published an article in the sixth volume of
al-Fatah, titled “Makan al-Mar'a al-Ijtima`i wa al-Siyasi min al-Qanun al-Hadith”—“The Social
and Political Standing of Women According to the Modern Law”—and naturally addressed
political, even controversial, matters, despite maintaining a neutral tone. Rosa wrote from Lyon,
France and the article was translated by “the accomplished writer” Zaki 'Affindi Mabru,
underscoring al-Fatah’s international influences and prospects.149 In her article, Rosa offered
historical accounts of claims for women’s equality, rather than demanding it explicitly. Instead,
she left it to the women to address the matter of women’s voting rights and women’s legal
statuses by beginning her article with her remark “It remains for you, ladies, to discuss a serious
issue, one of the most important issues.”150
In introducing this controversy, Rosa questioned if the nahda had the ability to provide a
platform for claiming women’s rights in the political sphere and a greater voice in their country’s
affairs at large.151 To answer this question, Rosa relied primarily upon historical precedent, citing
the role of women in the French Revolution, England, and Russia, to name a few. It is also
notable that she chose to focus predominantly on the French Revolution—a movement seeking
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liberation from overarching rule—as it echoed the emancipation-oriented mission of al-Fatah.
She referenced the silence of women who “did not ask for more [rights]” during the
Revolution.152 As Robespierre fueled the Revolution, “her ears were silent on hearing the truth”
and the government, thus, “confin[ed] the woman’s deeds within the circle of the home.”153 Rosa
was hesitant to criticize this confinement explicitly. Instead of condemning these roles, she
detailed the movement of women in contemporary France who had cited legal reasoning in order
to advance their position in politics and society.154 In doing such, she drew a contrast between
the women that remained complicit with oppressive structures and the women who engaged with
public and political matters, implying that those who were more involved with this activist nature
were able to obtain the emancipation that they desired. Therefore, without saying so explicitly,
Rosa issued a call to action for the female readers of al-Fatah to exert their voices in the public
sphere.
Though Rosa continued on to reference several other countries in which women were
either unjustly prevented from voting or advocating for their right to vote, throughout her article,
she referenced the position of women in shariʾa—an overarching category of Islamic law in
Egypt. Within a discussion of shariʾa, it is understandable why Rosa may have chosen to avoid
explicit criticism and adopt a more neutral tone on a politicized manner. Moreover, it is plausible
that Rosa was a Christian, according to her remark “It was said that the traditions we received
from Greece and the Romans did not allow a woman her entire rights. On that, I answer that the
status of women has changed greatly from that era. The law [of] Christianity has commanded
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equality.”155 Akin to Nawfal herself, Rosa was in somewhat of an outsider’s position that limited
her ability to extensively critique or identify with certain institutions.
Regardless of the purpose or tone of a given article, al-Fatah’s contents had to pass
through a male audience which was often conservative and typically religious. Any blatant or
harsh criticism of a woman’s position under the contemporary law would have likely subjected
Rosa, and maybe even al-Fatah, to harsh censorship or would have halted her opportunity for
publication entirely, due partially to Ottoman censorship but also the need to make a radical
women’s movement more acceptable to a male-dominated journalistic sphere. Nonetheless, Rosa
hinted to her readers that corrupt, and sometimes religious, individuals “helped to elect [a]
government that supported the rights of man and deprived women [of their rights].”156 Although
Rosa referenced law through the term “shariʾa” at other points in her article, she criticized this
oppression through other, non-Islamic or non-“Middle Eastern” historical examples.
As she concluded her article, Rosa again called to her readers directly, remarking “[I’m]
asking you, ladies, to [start listening] and pay attention to what I will show you.”157 In fact, she
claimed that it was due to one of “the many shortcomings of women . . . that we are ignorant of
all serious manners” as to why women have not been able to mobilize to advance their position
in society, particularly by gaining more influence in legal and state affairs.158 Instead,
“[women’s] minds are so lazy or [are] too [concerned with] our beauty” to be fully aware of such
matters.159
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In attempts to resolve the larger issue of inequality between men and women in politics
and society, Rosa cited education as the primary solution by asserting her call to action:
Whenever the girl’s youth is occupied, it is restricted to decorations, music, and dance.
However, if some lessons [on] the principles of geography, mythology, and history were
added to that, [those lessons] would have completed her upbringing. Those responsible
for her education claimed that she has completed her lessons even though she could
hardly improve [her] writing [for] more than one of her summers. From here, we
concluded that the origin of inactivity in us [women] and our ignorance is from poor
customs and lack of education.160
For Rosa, it was not a question of competence; women did have the ability to succeed but have
developed this “idleness” by absorbing certain social norms. After referencing John Stuart Mill’s
comments regarding gender equality and overall female competence, Rosa again returned to her
discussion of shariʾa. In line with Mill’s belief that “power must be given to everyone alike”,
Rosa asserted that “shariʾa cannot prevent us [women] from this right.”161 And, while “we
cannot turn a blind eye to the progress made by women,” serious advancements in education
must be undertaken in order to address this larger systemic inequality.162
Though Rosa is but one example, her article embodied the politically charged nature of
al-Fatah and the struggles the magazine faced when desiring to project a radical feminist
movement onto a still conservative, patriarchal society. Nevertheless, these pockets of
intellectual networks in the Eastern Mediterranean supported a culture of emancipatory
movements that challenged the contemporary societal structures, thus allowing al-Fatah to
resonate with an audience beyond women.
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Most prominent of al-Fatah’s aspirations, beyond a detailed discussion of women’s legal
and political rights, was its aim to discuss and establish a female literary sphere at large.163 The
overall existence of al-Fatah and its universalizing language for discussing women in the literary
sphere was indicative of this aspiration. However, at times, al-Fatah became rather explicit in
demanding not only the advancement of women but also asserting men’s responsibility in
establishing this gender inequality.
Idealizing the past to some degree, the article “al-Fatah”, published in its second volume,
boasted of “the land of the Pharaohs” that supported female “goodness and success,” as well as
“entrenched her with science and wisdom.”164 In contrast to this era of a strong female presence
in the public sphere, the author criticized the contemporary atmosphere as one that had limited
this sort of female engagement, especially in relation to female education and literature. Though
it is unclear who the article was meant to address specifically, its motives were clear in
criticizing its audience for “[making] the tools of literature and values a female crime.”165 The
article then positioned women and their works as the “jewel of honor.”166 “Al-Fatah” is not the
only article to address this necessity and honor of female literature and cultural engagement at
large. In its concluding poem, the article “Our Most Virtuous Agent Miss Zaynab Fawwaz of
Egypt”—a prominent Syrian nahda poet—repeatedly used the line “The pride of ladies is
adorned [with] the heads of literature,” marking literature as nearly a noble purpose of women.167
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With “the lord [making] our ladies and her art,” it is almost a duty for women to engage in
literary production.
Many of al-Fatah’s writers took to the concern of female education, demanding it as a
pathway for female advancement. To again reference “Misr” (“Egypt”) in the fifth volume of alFatah, the article was concerned with female education as an avenue to be pursued in order to
achieve a status equal to that of men. Critical of how Egyptians continued to “prefer to remain in
ignorance over their education,” the author expressed concern over females, particularly mothers,
who held and perpetuated corrupt morals (fasad akhlaqihunna).168 To illustrate the extent of this
corruption, the author cited the following example: “[I]f you ask a mother why she does not send
her daughters to school, she will answer you in her words (there is no benefit in their
education).”169 A mother of this mentality was understood to be what the author labeled as “the
ignorant mother,” as opposed to the mother that “raise[d] her children well and [was] educated”
herself.170 A remarkable feature of this article is that the author did not place blame on particular
mother. By default, the author rendered larger, overarching patriarchal structures culpable for
fostering corrupt morals in women. Hence, this article directly related the advancement of female
education to women’s roles as noble and trustworthy mothers. To further emphasize this
consciousness, the author remarked:
If a man intended to raise his children, he could do so by saving something from what he
spent on wine, tobacco, and cabarets . . . many men regrettably died in the flower of
youth due to [how] they have been affected by alcohol, tobacco, and body damage. But
how can you please raise children if the father is spending two-thirds of the night away
from his home? His wife is ignorant and misguided that her children [have been] raised
[in] the right education, not the same as the western woman. They are [said to have
raised] their children with softness and kindness, no cruelty, violence, coercion, insults,
and beatings.171
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Most immediately, this paragraph conveyed child-rearing as a predominantly female activity,
though men shared in this responsibility as well. However, a father’s reckless spending and/or
the lack of education for the mother could result in harming a child’s upbringing. In this instance,
female education was a necessity because it directly translated to a woman’s effectiveness and
success as a mother. Without a proper educational background, a mother would not only raise
her child to have “corrupt” morals but would also insist herself that there is no use to education
in its entirety. It is this corruption of the mothers that specifically contributed to a society’s
“decline”.172
Moreover, al-Fatah’s aim was not only to advance the roles of women in the literary
sphere but also to tackle the concept of women’s rights at large in ways similar to Rosa. In
addition to conveying the right and necessity of female authorship, al-Fatah called for the
advancement of women in the public generally.173 Zaynab Fawwaz marked it an “obligation” to
“praise Allah almighty” and to bring about “the construction of schools for educating girls.”174
Another article, published in the second volume, remarked that when “al-Fatah calls upon the
heads of the public, daughters of the East” the public should uplift their literature and “[uphold]
their concerns.”175 It was comments such as these that hinted at this concept of women’s rights
beyond solely establishing a female presence in the literary sphere. These remarks reveal that alFatah had aims beyond writing and beyond Alexandria. Though it claimed an apolitical role, al-
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Fatah was self-aware of its mission, impact, and potential to unify these women across religions
and geographies under a common social and intellectual movement.
There was also a sense of urgency in addressing these social issues, such as female access
to education but, predominantly, support for female authorship. There existed an underlying fear
that female authorship would become extinct if these women could not unify to call for and
advance their deserved position in literature. In its first volume, Nawfal thanked those who had
supported the magazine in its initial publication, specifically expressing her thanks that “the ink
of your pen will not be dry.”176 Although Nawfal expressed gratitude for the magazine’s initial
success and the abundance of writing to come, others expressed a fear that this ink could run
dry—to borrow the phrase from Nawfal—if the social concerns at hand were left ignored. One
author voiced her concerns about the limited opportunities for women in the Syrian press. She
warned that, if Egypt were to do the same, then “we will let the broken pen become abandoned
ink.”177
The need for and the advancement of female authorship was also defensive, or
apologetic, in tone. Specifically, several articles defended female authorship, asserting that
writing would not “corrupt” women in some way. The article, “al-Fatah”, expressed that “brides’
thoughts reflect perfect halal.”178 Discussed in the context of allowing women to express their
thought and the fear of a “broken pen becom[ing] abandoned ink,” this article represented a
concern with brides becoming “domesticated” in some sense.179 And, that with this
“domesticity”, would come a confinement to the private sphere. Moreover, patriarchal
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institutions bolstered the assumption that a bride’s thoughts would become impure or corrupt,
should she be permitted to engage in the literary sphere. In response to these concerns, the author
claimed that these women “spill a pure resource” and should “receive the expansion of literature
in the Eastern area” and become “educate[d] on science.”180
As referenced, at times, al-Fatah was explicitly anti-patriarchal, often in contrast to the
magazine’s professed conciliatory tone. In an early article titled “On Women’s Rights and
Duties,” the author addressed the status of women in relation to their husbands. Existing as “a
man’s partner in his world,” these women “share with him a life of bliss and misery.”181 The
author began by describing women’s current position, expressing how “The years have passed
and the ages have gone and the lady/girl is on her own in human society. She does not dare to
advance and step forward to gain her place and raise her position.”182 Through these two lines,
the author conveyed how women have been left in an inferior position and, due to the
contemporary societal norms, they were too left unable to challenge this gender hierarchy.
The author then transitioned to criticizing men as being responsible for this inequality.
Particularly, women lived in fear of advancing their position because “the man hates on her on
account of his own dignity.”183 The author then cited her own experienced with her father in
reference to how men prioritized their own dignity and position in society at the expense of those
of women. The author reported her experience as follows: “After my father seized the reigns of
her command to accompany his steps; for fear of being equal in greatness and benefits with
him.”184 She expressed that men are responsible for the “origin of this dominance” and that “their
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guilt requires blame.”185 Later in the article, she censured the societal structures in place that
allowed for this gender inequality by asserting men’s culpability for “[a woman’s] subordination
to his power and her obedience to his will.”186Adopting this explicit anti-patriarchal tone
challenged the notion of al-Fatah assuming an entirely apolitical role and revealed its underlying
motive to challenge the established social structures that have limited female mobility,
autonomy, and voice in the public sphere.
Overall, the creation of al-Fatah was revolutionary, and other journals and female
authors recognized it as such. However, upon analysis of this magazine, most of its contents
were experimental, advocating for women broadly but offering no singular goal. There were
claims to increase female literature or advance female education, but al-Fatah’s mission was
broadly emancipatory, aiming to “liberate” female voices. This plurivocal nature of al-Fatah
ultimately allowed for the magazine to achieve its broad, emancipatory aspiration—to provide a
platform in which women could voice and debate their own concerns about the position of
women in society.

Female Network-Building in al-Fatah
I have demonstrated that al-Fatah was concerned with, and aimed to address,
controversial and political matters. While its vocally diverse selection of articles appeared rather
“neutral” or even complicit with patriarchal institutions, I have argued that their appeasing
natures were strategic and intended to circumvent restrictions and, ultimately, project its mission.
I will now analyze another component of al-Fatah’s aim to advance the position of women in
society, which included building a unified female voice through a female literary network.
185
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In establishing a female voice, al-Fatah could unify women under a shared mission of
asserting their presence in the public sphere. Prior to the rise of the female press, “the domain of
print literary culture . . . was mostly dominated by men.”187 However, while the female physical
presence in the public sphere was restricted, through women’s journals, they could “[add] their
voices and ideas to an increasingly dynamic public dialog” and become “active participants in
the public sphere as it has been classically defined (i.e. as a sphere of rational discourse).”188
Thus, through communication between the editor, readers, and contributors, al-Fatah unified
women in support of its mission to assert and advance their presence in the public sphere.
In its attempts to challenge patriarchal assumptions, the magazine established a network
of female authors that propelled this movement beyond al-Fatah’s lifetime. These references to a
female network embodied how the magazine perceived of itself as part of, and often leading, a
social movement. Al-Fatah repeatedly utilized the phrases such as banat al-sharq, nisa' al-sharq,
and al-mar'at al-sharq—the first of which translates to “daughters of the East”, while the latter
two translate to “women of the East”.189 These phrases particularly embodied this universalizing
nature of al-Fatah and its aspirations. The authors of this periodical located these daughters and
women within the broader “East” rather than a single country, such as Egypt or Syria, because
they envisioned their movement as a global one. This movement was one that defied
geographical, religious, and cultural barriers in order to unify these women under a common
goal.
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Al-Fatah’s impulse to universalize this mission is understandable, especially considering
its “outsider” position. Facing the barriers of being a migrant and religious minority, Nawfal was
compelled to seek other methods to not only unify these women but also establish a shared group
identity with her audience. While al-Fatah’s primary mission was to unite these women under an
emancipatory aspiration, the magazine would not have been able to establish itself and resonate
with its audience without some type of “unifying” factor. In addition to the feminized phrases,
al-Fatah utilized al-sharq a bit more broadly. Unable to latch onto an Egyptian or Muslim
identity, al-Fatah, instead, established a broadly “Eastern” identity. Despite al-Fatah’s
inclination to utilize “al-sharq” to unify an extremely diverse region, it too represented some of
the internalized “othering” brought about by colonial hegemony. These references to the “East”
and “Easterners” represented internalized Orientalism. This Orientalism resulted from colonialist
narratives that projected cultural homogeneity onto the Eastern “other”. Homogenized in such a
way, an East-West binary emerged, in which the West stood as the “superior” counterpart.
In al-Fatah’s introduction, Nawfal piloted the magazine as “the first of its kind under the
Eastern sky”—sama' al-sharq.190 In al-Fatah’s fifth volume, an anonymous author remarked that
it was rather unsurprising that so many readers latch on to al-Fatah given that it is the “only
[female] newspaper under the Eastern sky”.191 In addition to a few passing references to alFatah’s existence under sama' al-sharq, the magazine similarly unified these people under the
term “al-sharqi”— “Easterner”. In utilizing “al-sharqi”, the “East” was no longer limited to a
geography; instead, it was an identity independent of geographic factors.192 However, al-sharq
was not an all-inclusive East in a geographic sense. For instance, the tenth volume of al-Fatah
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remarked, “The presence of virtuous women in Egypt, Syria, and the Arab countries is
indispensable for extending a hand to support al-Fatah early [in] the East after she appeared to
be raising the banner of truth.”193 With this remark, it was evident that al-sharq referred to the
three countries/regions listed earlier: Egypt, Syria, and the Arab countries.
Just as banat al-sharq, nisa' al-sharq, and al-mar'at al-sharq were meant to mobilize
these “Eastern” women, the generalizing term al-sharqi too maintained a universalizing purpose
to unite the diverse peoples of the “East”. Though al-Fatah did not position al-sharq in
opposition to the “West”, the magazine nonetheless maintained a binary between the “East” and
the “West”. In the same article in which al-Fatah confined the East to these “Arab” countries, it
undertook a rather comparative tone when discussing al-sharq’s relationship to the “West”.
Written as an article to al-Fatah, the anonymous author remarked, “I hope that al-Fatah will be
the greatest means to elevate the position of Eastern women in the eye of its Western sister . . .
you will become the pride of the East and guide of the West. Save al-Fatah as much as you
can.”194 Rooted in al-Fatah’s revolutionary nature to advance female literature, this letter to the
magazine particularly embodied these internalized divisions between the “East” and the “West”,
in which women’s roles and rights were often homogenized and juxtaposed against one another.
In other words, al-Fatah adopted the cross-cultural comparisons displayed in nahda to compare
the roles, rights, and positions of “Eastern” and “Western” women in ways that were rather
totalizing.
Nevertheless, to return to the discussion on the feminized “Easterner” phrases,
throughout the magazine various authors called upon the “Women of the East” to advance their
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position, both in the literary and public spheres. It was the banat al-sharq who mobilized in the
creation of female journals.195 The banat al-sharq filled a critical social role in advancing female
literary output, whereas others had been complacent.196 In another article, it was “we the banat
al-sharq” who must “choose from [the advantages] of European urbanization” and similarly
reject “the bad things of the West”. It was the banat al-sharq who were fueling this “[exchange
of] ideas” and “spread[ing] [their] knowledge.”197 Similarly, al-Fatah’s social aim was again
emphasized its fifth volume with the assertion that the magazine’s very existence was to serve as
“a project whose aim is to elevate ma'rat al-sharqiyya from the slightest humiliation and hunger
to the highest degrees of glory.”198
In the second volume of al-Fatah, an article titled “al-Fatah” specifically addressed the
banat al-sharq; the very inclusion of this phrase so early in the magazine’s production indicated
al-Fatah’s awareness of its universalizing influence and aim to mobilize as such. This article, as
many had, again emphasized the literary aspirations of the magazine’s readers, contributors, and
listeners. The article detailed this female nahda, remarking,
So, banat al-sharq, welcome this al-ghadat al-hifa' coming to us. It is a sign of beauty.
The gentle creation emanates from its brow the lights of understanding and intelligence . .
. The sun is still shining in the east . . . So, al-Fatah calls on the heads of the crowd, oh
banat al-sharq, for equal work to revive and uphold virtue and morals, so they spread
your pen . . . unleashing it and aiming it for one purpose . . . let us hear the creaks of the
surplus of skillful pens residing in the valley of Syria and the regions of Egypt affect the
organization of society so that the banat al-sharq [are able to] connect to a degree of her
Arabic language. Otherwise, let it be broken on the pen and let us abandon our inkwells
and cleverness.199
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Even in the magazine’s second volume, al-Fatah envisioned itself as on the cusp of a
revolution—one particularly fueled by al-Fatah’s undertaking to raise the position of the banat
al-sharq in society. Reflective of Nawfal’s own background, “al-Fatah” referenced the
dormant—or, rather, limited—nature of authorship by women in Syria. Likewise, those
publishing their work in Egypt, were limited to upper-class women who able to enact change in
society to advance the position of women through authorship. Likewise, these authors were
writing unified under a singular goal, again reflecting the nature of al-Fatah to establish a
network of women who wrote to advance a universal aspiration.
These references to “Women of the East”, were not limited to the female agents of alFatah in Alexandria. Generally, the periodical included many articles written in Beirut in the
publication of al-Fatah; a few of these articles adopted similar language. In an article by Mariam
Haddad, written in Beirut on January 25, 1893, she claimed,
It would be nice if the doors were devoted to topics that make everyone happy and [are]
useful to the general public. Our country is still lacking what is appropriate for our race to
spread and demand, such as sewing, embroidery and all other things [related to]
handcraft, housekeeping, etc. It is well known what benefits and educates the mind . . . to
the degrees of progress and success. There is no hope that time does not take long for
anyone. It was your counterpart until the banat al-sharq appeared what contained their
brains . . . no Western tribes pride us on their writings and their daughters don’t flaunt the
messages of their pens.200
Most notable was Haddad’s use of “banat al-sharq”; not only did it demonstrate how the
language of al-Fatah was being used universally but it also showcased the global nature of the
magazine’s mission. Rather than offering blatant praise for al-Fatah’s mission, as many articles
addressed to the magazine had, Haddad’s article extended al-Fatah’s social aims to Beirut. The
radical nature of al-Fatah—in how it offered a female literary platform and called for social
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change—necessitated its publication in Egypt. As Haddad wrote her article in Beirut, she was
most likely compelled to conform to the more conservative ideals of the women’s movement,
such as sewing and embroidery. Nonetheless, Haddad used these “domestic” categories as an
area of potential in advancing the women’s movement, as she called for the education of women
in these areas as a pivotal marker of a society’s success. Moreover, as with countless articles in
al-Fatah, there is reference to the unjust treatment of female literary production. Though subtle
in her reference to the advancement of the female presence in the literary sphere, she criticized
the neglect of female literary production, specifically by the “West”, in this instance. Her critique
reflected one of the primary aims of al-Fatah—to advance the presence of women in the literary
sphere.
Beyond these phrases reaching a global scale, al-Fatah similarly imagined itself not only
propelling a network of female authors but also existing in—and arguably spurring—a broader
network of women’s magazines. The tenth volume of al-Fatah encouraged its readers to
maintain hope that “our men and women (young and old)” would soon support institutions,
“such as the authors of newspapers.”201 In conjunction with this encouragement, al-Fatah
detailed the “demand for scientific books, newspapers, and literary magazines like our al-Fatah”,
such as al-Zahra' which was also “published in the Egyptian countries under the Ottoman
flag.”202 To further emphasize al-Fatah’s aim, the article related the broader production to a
woman’s position in the home by stating “everyone knows that the woman is the mother of the
family, without her education, refining and educating her mind, knowing her rights and duties,
there is no success, no progress, and no reform because the children are followers of their
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mother. The daughter learns her habits from her mother.”203 Although this remark situated
women in the domestic sphere, it strategically did so in a way that continued to advocate for the
advancement of women’s rights, primarily in education and literature. Relating the necessity of
the education of women to their roles as homemakers and child-rearers, al-Fatah was able to
disguise—and, ultimately, further—its more radical aspiration to make headway in female
education and provide an outlet for female voice in the public sphere beyond al-Fatah. By
having the appearance of conforming to the more patriarchal expectations of women existing in
the domestic sphere, al-Fatah was able to focus its underlying messaging on the struggle for
gender equality.

Tensions and Appealing to the Patriarchy
As implied throughout this chapter, al-Fatah shifted between more apolitical, descriptive
tones and openly revolutionary claims. Part of this phenomenon can be attributed to the nature of
the magazine’s production—a conglomerate of numerous, anonymous, mostly female authors,
some of which may have been writing under more censored conditions. Given these differences
in authorship, though al-Fatah promoted a united female ambition, individual articles employed
different methods of advocating for and achieving this aspiration. Similarly, while some articles
dedicated themselves to the radical advancement of women in the public and literary spheres,
there were others that detailed and emphasized women’s roles as mothers and homemakers.
Not every article and author employed this anti-patriarchal tone and stance. Nawfal
introduced the second volume of al-Fatah by remarking upon those that contributed to the
magazine’s success. Concluding this brief article, she remarked
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What will help al-Fatah continue is the support of the fathers of this country and the help
of the nobles of this age with the acceptance of the first volume. They support and they
like the curriculum, which is not going to change. Thanks to both genders and both teams
and we ask them to forgive us for typos in this volume because perfection is only for God
and God is the only one who supports the path of this great dawla. Praise to master Abdul
Hamid. May God keep him as shams.204
Although Nawfal referenced the “female supporters of literature”, she credited the vast majority
of al-Fatah’s success towards men. Her reasons for doing so were justified, as her father funded
al-Fatah and it was men who typically dictated the success and publication of female authorship.
Nevertheless, her point of thanking both genders stood in stark contrast to the works that
criticized the position that men have left women in. Published immediately after the antipatriarchal remarks of the earlier article, it is plausible that Nawfal added this note of gratitude to
respond to criticisms. Even so, her effort does not diminish the revolutionary character of the
previously published anti-patriarchal articles.
Even in the tenth volume of al-Fatah, authors emphasized this need to maintain
cooperation between the two genders. In introducing this volume by remarking upon the success
of al-Fatah, the author claimed “[al-Fatah] is ready to publish her messages and articles
(including prose and poetry) whether it is men’s pens or women’s pens in all topics that would
promote . . . the female literary renaissance.”205 With the remarkable success of the magazine, its
authors saw it as critical to include men in this mission, as it was necessitated by still maledominated world al-Fatah was striving to challenge.
The contrasts between articles such as these and those that openly criticized men for
rendering women oppressed—namely, in limiting their access to the public, specifically literary,
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sphere—were emblematic of the tensions that existed in al-Fatah and the struggle for this
women’s rights movement at large. For as many articles that discussed this concept of female
equality or criticize women’s position in society, there were countless others that limited female
roles to the domestic sphere. The majority of articles that explicitly dictated women’s roles
indicated such roles as mothers and wives, as well as discussed topics, such as sewing, that
related to home-economics broadly. Although many articles called for female engagement in the
literary sphere, the overwhelming majority of al-Fatah’s articles were labeled after these more
domestic roles.
Submitting to the patriarchy could be explained in terms of an attempt to make an overall
anti-patriarchal movement acceptable to a patriarchal society. However, discussing and even
supporting these domestic roles could also be attributed to an internalized patriarchy, as well as
the tensions within and amongst these women themselves. As much as women wished to
redefine their roles, their positions in the home had become so normalized to the extent that it
was difficult to “free” women of their domestic duties so drastically or so immediately. It is well
worth keeping in mind the revolutionary nature of a magazine such as al-Fatah provided an
unprecedented, unified platform for women. This was an era of uncertainty at a time when the
very concept of the public itself had been recently redefined. Similarly, this modern era brought
about concepts of rights and equality that had not previously existed. While the magazine did
envision itself as part of a larger movement, the future prospects of this movement were
uncertain. Being that this periodical was so revolutionary for this time and geography, much of
the magazine existed on a “trial-and-error” basis. In other words, though these women were
unified in their mission to advance female roles, they were still attempting to figure out how to
do so, contributing to the vast array of topics and stances represented in al-Fatah. Prior to this
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magazine, there were concerns with gender, as well as women who wrote addressing such issues.
However, these women did not write under a collective, emancipatory mission nor did they write
under a single platform. While many of these women modeled this movement after their
European counterparts, it was nevertheless a revolutionary era in which these women were still
attempting to discern the appropriate vocabulary, structures to criticize, and missions to aim for.
However, this need to appeal to a patriarchal world did not detract from its overall aim to
advance the position of women in the newly defined public sphere. Rather than making radical
“feminist” claims about the constraints of marital duties and the disadvantaged position that men
had left women in, al-Fatah worked to appeal to the women who existed in, conformed to, and
even supported these more “traditional” domestic roles. In doing so, this magazine exhibited a
“give-and-take” of sorts that aspired to actualize these more radical aims, while maintaining an
accessibility and acceptability to these women that had internalized their roles as determined by a
patriarchal society. In doing so, al-Fatah advocated for a more universal mission that extended
beyond the aspiring female authors of the literary sphere.
In contrast to the magazine’s more revolutionary claims, al-Fatah aimed for “smaller”
social missions and gains, particularly those accessible to women who relished their domestic
duties. Although many of al-Fatah’s articles dedicated themselves to condemning these duties
and the position that they have left women in, other articles capitalized on these duties. These
types of articles detailed the roles of women as homemakers, child-rearers, and wives. Though
situated in these more domestic contexts, this framework did not render these articles apolitical.
Rather, they sought to advance al-Fatah’s emancipatory mission under the guise of domestic and
traditionally feminine duties. In other words, these articles aimed to advance the position of
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women—a goal supported by its more radical claims—by situating this “progress” in a context
that, on the outset, conformed to these patriarchal roles and domestic duties.
For instance, women were granted the task of childrearing—an esteemed endeavor
designed to raise children with the “proper” morals. Al-Fatah situated such a task as a domestic
duty of women in its first volume article “On Women’s Rights and Duties”. For instance, “the
woman must rise early to fix her house affair.”206 Similarly, it is a daughter’s duty “to help her
mother to be prepared to rearrange another home in the future of her days.”207 The article also
designated “raising children” as “one of the most important and necessary duties for women,”
since “ignorant” maids could not be trusted.208 This mother should be one who “spends her time
and sacrifices her [money] to teach her children the principles of knowledge and politeness.”209
By principles of knowledge and politeness, al-Fatah was referring to two duties/rights of
women: education in literacy and a moral upbringing. In offering both outlets as a necessity for
children, the author advocated for female literacy without compromising the morals of women.
After detailing this vital position of women to raise their children with “knowledge and
politeness”, the article turned its attention towards men, again referencing that al-Fatah’s
success—and the overall success of its mission—can only be achieved with the cooperation of
both genders.210 Namely, the article deemed the most “useful work for a man” as his ability to
recognize “the necessity of equality and giving women the right to reverence and respect.”211
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And, a man who was able to achieve this would be able to “because you [his mother] taught him
manners and politeness.”212
On the outset, the article appeared almost contradictory to al-Fatah’s mission, as it
extensively elaborated on the position of women in the home and paraded that it was their duty
to exist within the domestic sphere and raise children. Naturally, this appeared to conflict with
the female “duty” to write. However, just as al-Fatah had to appeal to men in a patriarchal
world, many of these women had absorbed and internalized these patriarchal assumptions, as
well. Thus, al-Fatah endorsed reform feminism, rather than revolutionary feminism. In other
words, al-Fatah sought to advance the position of women within existing systems of oppression,
rather than uprooting these systems entirely. Instead of advocating for the more radical goals of
female authorship or criticizing men for reinforcing patriarchal roles, this article appealed to
these patriarchal assumptions in efforts to advance its overall mission while making it acceptable
to a male-dominated sphere. Capitalizing on the role of women as child-rearers, this article
nonetheless worked towards achieving gender equality by marketing this equality as something
that was achievable by properly fulfilling one’s domestic duty of raising their children with the
proper virtues and morals. Female education, therefore, was a system that could train women
into being proper mothers and, consequently, literacy could not affect their morals.
In a sense, this article advocated for equality in a way that was most accessible to those
women who lived within the domestic sphere.213 “On Women’s Rights and Duties” indicated
“that equality (al-musawa) with men only comes with his participation”, supporting the
magazine’s overall broad mission for equality between genders.214 However, it did so in a more
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subtle way, disguising achieving this equality as fulfilling a domestic duty of women which,
without equality, they could not achieve.
Though Nawfal herself was a multi-lingual intellectual, such characteristics were
attributes of the elite. Egypt at this time was a largely illiterate society. Even with al-Fatah’s
demand for gender equality in a wave of radical movements, this world remained a patriarchal
one and the public, intellectual, and educational spheres were male-dominated. Given this
atmosphere, the majority of non-elite women were illiterate. With this male-centered atmosphere
that al-Fatah so often pressed against, women could not often read the periodical themselves. In
most instances, it was the husbands, fathers, and brothers of these women that purchased alFatah and often read the magazine to their wives, daughters, and sisters.
With men closely intertwined with the mission of a women’s magazine, al-Fatah also
had to work to appeal to the men that were purchasing this magazine for the women. While the
intended audience is mostly female, al-Fatah targeted a male audience as well, albeit for
different reasons. Just as some articles appealed to more “domestic” women, others appealed to
men who supported these gender roles as well; but the magazine did not do so in a manner that
adamantly supported this inequality. Rather, it employed a similar tactic as it had when writing
to the domestic women. On the surface, it conformed to patriarchal assumptions to make itself
palatable to a male audience in a patriarchal system. However, these articles “played” on the
patriarchy in a cunning yet brilliant way that ultimately pushed towards reducing the inequality
gap between the genders and tried to facilitate the advancement of female engagement in the
public sphere.
The second volume of al-Fatah contained a copy of the reoccurring article title “On
Women’s Rights and Duties”. “Women’s Rights and Duties” is generally instructive in tone,
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addressing these husbands in the second person and detailing how they should treat their wives.
However, even though it appealed to men with more patriarchal and traditional mindsets, the
article detailed qualitative female domestic duties even more extensively. Projecting this binary
between male and female responsibilities contributed to a sort of demarcation of spheres, with
the private sphere cementing female autonomy in the household. For instance, it suggested that
husbands should “not interfere with [their wives’] administrative duties” and should not concern
themselves with her “household belongings.”215 After this brief instruction, the article shifted its
direction to detailing these domestic duties, paying more attention to this female-driven
household routine than the male’s responsibilities.
By de facto, acknowledging women’s confined and restricted roles and appealing to the
male audience was a logical decision for al-Fatah. Not only was this audience unavoidable by
the patriarchal structures of the world that surrounded it, but al-Fatah’s broader mission also
necessitated cooperation of both genders. With men in power, al-Fatah’s movement needed male
sympathy and engagement—even at the most rudimentary level—to mobilize its movement
locally, regionally, and globally. This is not to detract from the female agency displayed in alFatah, but the magazine was often compelled to appeal to a male audience.
Just as al-Fatah employed terms such as banat al-sharq, nisa' al-sharq, and al-mar'at alsharq, it too utilized the phrase rajal al-sharq—“men of the East”. In Zaynab Fawwaz’s article,
“al-`ilm nur”—“Knowledge is Light”—she described the importance of al-Fatah to a male
audience, explicitly referring to and addressing her article to the rajal al-sharq.216 Particularly,
she called upon the rajal al-sharq to “consider how neglect” may hinder “the success of your
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children and the comfort of your souls” and yet “you, or some of you, turn on the bed of naivety
and ignorance.”217 Though seemingly harsh in tone, Fawwaz is requesting the presence of the
rajal al-sharq in al-Fatah’s mission.
After threatening these men with the disasters of neglecting this movement, Fawwaz
continued to detail al-Fatah’s role and importance. In defending al-Fatah, Fawwaz claimed
This newspaper, al-Fatah, has emerged . . . paving the way for us to reach the height of
civilization and literature and has no purpose but the literary renaissance of the female
sex, so we should [support her] to reach the path of success with her, so [that] we know
what we have and we have rights and literary and administrative duties entrusted to us,
[such as] managing homes and raising children.218
In this article, Fawwaz supported one of the primary aims of the magazine: the advancement of
the female voice in the literary sphere. Nonetheless, in appealing to this male audience, she
maintained certain gender roles such as the duties of women as homemakers and child-rearers. In
an article addressed to a male audience, specifically in one asking for their support, Fawwaz had
to maintain a balance between propelling al-Fatah’s ultimate mission and remaining
acceptable—or at least non-threatening—to its male counterparts.
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Chapter 3: The Female Agents of al-Fatah
The vast majority of al-Fatah’s articles were left anonymous—an act that was
characteristic of most magazines throughout this era. Nevertheless, al-Fatah featured numerous
authors and political agents by name, the majority of which were female. Letters to the
magazine, particularly those from “Western” countries, were named by author. Al-Fatah featured
women in the news, both in “Eastern” and in “Western” countries. Namely, the periodical put
forth a reoccurring set of female authors: Hind Nawfal, Zaynab Fawwaz, Mariam Haddad, and
Mariam Khalid, though works by Nawfal and Fawwaz occurred in higher frequencies. These
women further emphasized some of the guiding missions of al-Fatah. While the periodical was a
variety magazine by nature, within the broad aim for female emancipation, these women
concentrated their efforts on more tangible goals, such as education and literary networks, to
perpetuate its mission and exemplify the unity and diversity of al-Fatah.

Hind Nawfal
It is expected that Nawfal, as the editor and founder of al-Fatah, would have a significant
presence in the periodical. Many of her writings were administrative, updating readers on the
frequency of publications, offering thanks for al-Fatah’s success, and requesting that subscribers
to the magazine pay the obligatory fee. As the “face” of al-Fatah, Nawfal possessed a rather
neutral voice. As opposed to condemning the culpability of men or the prevalence of gender
inequality at large, she undertook the more subtle routes of social advancement that have been
outlined in earlier chapters. For instance, she referenced women in other countries, highlighting
their own literary advancements to establish an example for female potential in Egypt’s own
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literary sphere. Additionally, she adopted many of the taribya values present in the Levantine
world.
It was typical of al-Fatah’s writers to suggest the increased presence of women in the
public and literary spheres more subtly by “objectively” describing these women under the guise
of a news update or historical biography. One of Nawfal’s articles presented a brief background
on Ms. Elisa Pritwin. In her article named after this historic figure, Nawfal introduced Pritwin as
“the most famous English woman for eloquence, rhetoric, and beautiful diction (hasan alansha')” who possessed a remarkable “knowledge of history.”219 She published “numerous
books, the greatest of [which] [were] on natural history that have laid out criticism of scholars
and old (kabar) philosophers.”220 The many references to European women in al-Fatah served as
a prescriptive model for what the writers of al-Fatah hoped women could achieve in their own
regions. However, rather than writing about topics strictly related to gender and domesticity,
Nawfal prescribed a more academic role for the female presence in the literary sphere. As in line
with myriad articles that offered biographies or news updates surrounding these women, these
featured women undertook more political roles, whether their presence be in the more
“traditional” public sphere as a political agent or the more “metaphorical” public sphere as a
literary agent.
In addition to positioning Pritwin as a model for “Eastern” women, Nawfal drew
connections to al-Fatah, Egypt, and “the female literary renaissance (al-nahda al-adabiyya alnisa').”221 In fact, Pritwin herself wrote to al-Fatah “expressing her pleasure [with] our
innovative newspaper under the sky of the East” and went as far to request that her name be
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included in al-Fatah, which demonstrated the influence this magazine and its network had in
sparking gender debates.222 Moreover, Nawfal explained her communication with Pritwin and
similarly remarked upon these interactions in which Nawfal informed English women that “their
fees paid for the construction of girls’ schools in the great East, especially in Syria and Egypt”
which were ultimately “in the interest of the literary renaissance in which Eastern women are
aware of their rights and duties.”223 Not only did “those great schools” that English women
funded reinforce “moral excellence (fadila)” but they also promoted the spread of “science and
literature.”224 The establishment of European missionary schools in the Levantine world was a
widespread phenomenon. However, in this instance, Nawfal specifically related it to al-Fatah
and positioned this educational expansion in terms of a female-dominated mission. Arguments
can certainly be made about the Orientalism that often fueled missionary projects such as these.
Nevertheless, Nawfal’s inclusion of this female missionary nexus in her own work demonstrated
al-Fatah’s role in fueling a female network that extended beyond the Levantine world and
literary sphere. Nawfal’s article about Pritwin served to further underline this ideal.
Though much of al-Fatah was experimental and casted a broad net in terms of topics
covered and goals to be realized, the magazine was not aimless. Nawfal possessed her own
aspirational goals for al-Fatah to gain a global presence, foster a female network across religious
and cultural boundaries, and ultimately elevate the status of “Eastern” women by modeling
“Western” women—a relatively Orientalist, internalized narrative buttressed by European
missionary education. As part of these “Western” aspirations, Nawfal expressed her desires for
al-Fatah’s network to fully immerse itself in the “Western” world beyond the literary
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communications established in this article and elsewhere throughout the magazine. After Nawfal
thanked the “English women subscribers” of al-Fatah, she expressed her intentions to adjust the
magazine to suit their audience and include articles written in the English language.225 Though
al-Fatah never achieved this aspiration, it nonetheless reflected Nawfal’s own position in the
periodical in which she strove to embark on a global, female-driven mission.
Nawfal similarly reflected the tarbiya mentality of “training” individuals to fulfill a
designated role within society. As with most of al-Fatah, this tarbiya ideology manifested itself
in advocating for the “proper” education of women so that they could raise moral children. In her
opening article introducing the third volume of al-Fatah, Nawfal detailed the more descriptive
factors that make a woman beautiful, primarily symmetrical facial features.226 In the subsequent
paragraph she argued that “what increases beauty is good education (al-tarbiya) and literature
(al-adab) and the adoption of science (al-'ilm) and knowledge (al-m'arif).”227 In asserting that
education was a pathway to beauty (al-jamal), Nawfal presented her mission under a more
patriarchal guise. Women not only had expectations of obeying domestic duties, but they
similarly had access to “knowledge” and the literary sphere. At least idealistically, “the daughter
has the duties of manners and discipline, as well as the sciences and arts specializing in her
gender.”228 Again, Nawfal was not neglecting the more traditional—if not patriarchal—duties of
women; rather, she supplemented them with smaller, though meaningful gains.
It is also critical to note that Nawfal advocated for a specific type of education. By using
the vocabulary of tarbiya, Nawfal revealed her own ambition for al-Fatah to increase female
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education that would train them for their roles as moral mothers and caretakers who could, in
turn, raise children with similar exemplary values. She stressed the primary importance of having
tarbiya-educated parents by asserting,
the greatest school for a girl is the home school if her father and mother are wise, so they
sow in their daughter’s intellect the seeds of virtues, integrity, roots of good manners, and
good conduct. Every daughter that [was raised] on these principles was dear in mind, fair
in character, very generous in disposition, [and] far reserved.229
Children, especially daughters, raised in a tarbiya household cultivated proper virtues beyond
literary knowledge. The importance of these values was stressed in how the behavior of parents
permanently shaped a child, as Nawfal instructed her readers to “take care of her [a daughter’s]
education and [refine] it from childhood (knowledge from childhood is like engraining it in
stone).”230 In this instance, Nawfal was not employing the language of tarbiya in her statement,
thus, “education” in this sense did not maintain the same connotation of fulfilling duties that
supported ones position within society. Rather, this form of education was meant to be
understood broadly, incorporating duties and lessons in science and literature alike.
Though the prominence placed on these values was typical of tarbiya ideology, framing
female education as a movement that would enhance morality in this generation of women, as
well as future generations of women, made this mission more acceptable to a patriarchal world.
Al-Fatah, and the female literary movement at large, was subject to criticism, typically by the
male religious elites who argued that the literary advancement of women would somehow
corrupt their morals. Establishing this educational movement as foundational for cultivating
proper virtues, therefore, represented how authors like Nawfal were compelled to adapt their
mission to address, and even rebuke, these concerns.
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Though each member of the household held some responsibility in upholding tarbiya,
Nawfal positioned it as a predominantly female duty, claiming “the woman is the most important
organ of the human family and, thanks to it and its manners, she raises to the pinnacle of
glory.”231 This comment was related to her remarks supporting the expansion of girls’ schools in
the Levantine world that would ultimately train them to be “good” mothers according to the
proper values.
Although many of Nawfal’s articles were dedicated to thanking readers for the success of
al-Fatah or urging its readers to pay their subscription fees, her voice in the magazine provided
insight into her personal aspirations for al-Fatah beyond providing a platform for women to
debate gender and gender roles. However, her participation of this variety in al-Fatah came to an
end after her father announced her engagement in the seventh volume of the magazine, published
June 1, 1893.232 This announcement regarding the management of al-Fatah introduced two
overarching changes to the magazine: Nawfal’s own engagement and the increase of al-Fatah’s
publication to two volumes each month. Despite Nawfal’s own engagement standing at the
center of attention of the article, her father was keen remind its readers of al-Fatah’s mission,
which was to pursue the “advancement of women from good to better.”233 By temporarily
fulfilling his daughter’s role in updating al-Fatah’s readers, he nonetheless hoped for “a
continuation of the newspapers and its spitting out of [women’s] pens and the pearls of their
thoughts.”234 As with most of al-Fatah, these claims were lofty and aspirational, aiming to
broadly uplift the status of women by supporting and increasing their contributions to the literary
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sphere. While her father supported al-Fatah’s overarching goal of female betterment, he did not
maintain the same sense of voice and advocacy that many of al-Fatah’s female authors had in
fulfilling these “smaller” components of broad gender equality. In Nawfal’s case, she aimed to
transform al-Fatah’s mission into a global one, as well as advance the position of women
regionally through Western-modeled tarbiya education.

Zaynab Fawwaz
Zaynab Fawwaz has been widely recognized as a transformative writer in the female
nahda. As a Lebanese and Shiite novelist, poet, and historian, she not only was incorporated in
al-Fatah, but she also maintained a successful literary career of her own. She was a pivotal
author in the magazine, al-Nil founded by Hasan Husni Pasha al-Tuwayrani in Alexandria. In
this magazine, she established her own career and reputation as an author in which she similarly
discussed social issues surrounding women and gender. Her few articles included in al-Fatah
provided a window into the types of works and issues that she pursued in her career at large, as
well as how she and other authors like her contributed to the broader mission that existed in and
extended beyond al-Fatah.
Apart from Hind Nawfal herself, Fawwaz was the most reoccurring female author
featured in al-Fatah. Fawwaz originated from a similar background as Nawfal: Lebanese in
origin and pursuing an active—and pseudo-advocacy-based—literary career. Unlike Nawfal,
however, Fawwaz was not privileged with an elitist background and, instead, “was born to a
poor, obscure, and illiterate Shiite family in the village of Tabnin in southern Lebanon.”235 She
gained her literary background through tutoring. As a maid in the palace of 'Ali Bey al-As'ad al-
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Saghir, Fawwaz was exposed to this elitist, literary background and received intellectual
guidance from the prince’s wife, Fatimah al-Khalil.236 In contrast to Nawfal, Fawwaz’s religious
identity was Shiite, though she did not address religion in her articles featured in al-Fatah.
Fawwaz, like Nawfal and al-Fatah’s contents broadly, addressed gender as a societal issue, with
women’s “rights” either advanced, maintained, or retracted by certain societal norms and
institutions. Though Fawwaz’s Shiite background may not have characterized her “feminist”
works, al-Fatah’s inclusion of Christian and Muslim women alike continued to underline
Nawfal’s own goal of transforming the magazine’s mission into a global one; one that
particularly defied religious, cultural, and geographical boundaries.
It has been surmised that Fawwaz emigrated to Egypt in the 1870s “possibly as a
domestic employee of a wealthy family”; and, by al-Fatah’s publication in the early 1890s, she
was already in her 40s and embarking upon her literary career.237 She was especially notable and
already “gaining renown for her essays on ‘the woman question,’ published in Egyptian
newspapers.”238 Drawing upon her own background in informal tutoring, Fawwaz called for a
more formalized education for girls. With Fawwaz already representing female agency in
addressing “the woman question,” it is plausible that al-Fatah sought out contributions by her.239
In addition to her credibility and shared values with Nawfal, the two originated in similar
Levantine networks that further fueled al-Fatah’s claim to a global stage. As early as al-Fatah’s
first volume, the magazine addressed Fawwaz and remarked upon its hopeful future for the
magazine, reporting that “[people] were very impressed with [al-Fatah]. We ask the Almighty to
236
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make it succeed forever.”240 By relating Fawwaz’s remarkable presence and the early success of
al-Fatah, the magazine immediately positioned her and her contributions as invaluable assets to
the periodical’s overarching mission.
Many articles—primarily those by Hind Nawfal and Mariam Haddad—featured this
broader call for female education perpetuated through tarbiya values. Fawwaz advocated for
such advancements in several of her works throughout her literary career. However, in al-Fatah,
she did not employ this mobilizing rhetoric within her contributions. As a Lebanese author,
though she may not have called for education directly, it did not necessarily render tarbiya
values entirely absent from her work. With the Levantine network seeped in tarbiya ideologies,
Fawwaz nonetheless embodied these mentalities that were otherwise speckled throughout alFatah. While she did not advocate for female education explicitly, Fawwaz underscored the
transformative, pivotal, and educational role that women held in the domestic sphere.
In her article titled “Freedom” (al-Huriya) Fawwaz addressed the deeply philosophical
question of whether human beings are truly free. While some argue that “the human being is free
in everything he wants to do,” Fawwaz argued that humans are rather limited and are not truly
able to exercise freedom of thought.241 Supporting her claims, she asserted,
the human being . . . cannot get rid of families from where he grew up to when he dies, as
we see that from the fetus life (until he reaches adulthood, he will be a prisoner of his
mother or his nanny. Then, after that, you receive his thoughts [that are] symptoms of life
and browbeats of nature like [an] infectious disease, sorrows, fantasies other than those
from shortly before.242
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Fawwaz maintained that human beings could not achieve true freedom of thought because they
were products of their environment; the values of those who raised them were so deeply
engrained into their psyches by an earlier caregiver that it rendered them nearly incapable of
independent thought. Most immediately, “Freedom” by Fawwaz struck new ground in al-Fatah.
Rather than debating a topic strictly related to gender and domesticity—such as embroidery,
childrearing, or tarbiya-based female education—Fawwaz engaged in a philosophical debate that
applied to men and women universally. Much of al-Fatah’s contents called for an increased
female presence in the literary sphere. Though Fawwaz was not advocating for that goal
specifically in this instance, she nonetheless embodied this aspiration through the very nature of
her work. By engaging advanced scholarly topics that transcended the domestic sphere, she
asserted her presence in the male-dominated aspects of the literary sphere via a female literary
platform.
Furthermore, one of the most compelling aspects of Fawwaz’s “Freedom” was the strong
presence of tarbiya values in an article that was not written with the intention of advancing
female education. In the above quote, Fawwaz determined that “[a human being] will be a
prisoner of his mother or his nanny” for his life.243 Though she remarked that a household in its
entirety was widely influential on a child’s upbringing, it was particularly the mother and
nanny—both female roles—that wielded the most power in determining a child’s disposition.
While these roles were not examined in the context of education, they embodied tarbiya in how
mothers and nannies fulfilled a specific role in society in raising the future generations.
However, this domestic sphere did not render women powerless. Fawwaz concluded her
article with the following remarks: “So, you who say that there is freedom, you see how the
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sower is submissive to the one above him or how it needs the animal that is inferior to it and the
maker is subject to the order of its teacher or owner.”244 Most immediately, this passage
rendered this tension of freedom and control as rather cyclical. An individual who was subjected
to another’s power and influence would long for a way to exert this power over another human
being. Being that Fawwaz situated the mothers and nannies as the individuals that kept their
children prisoner to their values, they too maintained this “superiority” of sorts by keeping the
“sowers” submissive to their influence. Therefore, though situated in a “private” sphere, women
yielded tremendous power and influence in being the primary exemplars for children.
This position is not to over-idealize the reality of women in this era. Though Fawwaz and
others advocated for progress in female education so that mothers and nannies could properly
fulfill these roles in the home, women were not without challenges, particularly in the public
sphere; hence, the cyclical, universal nature of this power cycle. While women maintained power
in one sphere, they were left oppressed in another. This oppression did not prevent or even
discredit the female presence and influence in the public sphere. Rather, there were added layers
of hierarchy that imposed barriers for women, whereas the home was an area in which women
could exert this influence with little to no resistance.
Fawwaz and her works were similarly featured in the second volume of al-Fatah under
an article titled “The Honorable Writing of Mrs. Zaynab Fawwaz of Egypt”. In this article, she
posed the question, “Is the man or woman more tired in this life,” offering an outlet for
discussion and debate surrounding gendered labor roles.245 In distinguishing male duties from
female duties, she listed male duties as consisting of “business, trade, politics, agriculture, war,
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etc.,” whereas a woman’s duties were much more motherly, consisting of “pregnancy,
placement/creation, education (tarbiya), and housekeeping (tadbir al-manzil).”246 Most notably,
there was a sharp distinction—if not a complete binary—between male and female duties in
which a male’s duties could be conceived of as more “public” and a female’s obligations existed
in the “private” sphere. Though Fawwaz did not address it in her article, women sought to carve
a space for their voice in this male-dominated public sphere through literary platforms. So, while
the female duties outlined in “The Honorable Writing of Mrs. Zaynab Fawwaz of Egypt”
appeared to be relatively restricted to the private sphere, this limitation was not the reality of all
women nor was it what the women of al-Fatah aspirated to maintain.
Likewise, terms such as “pregnancy” and “housekeeping” often casted impressions of
apolitical, maybe even idle, roles. However, this private sphere was extremely political. It was
the arena in which children were to be properly raised to possess moral conduct. It was the very
notion that the widespread Levantine tarbiya movement enforced. In fact, education—
specifically tarbiya education—was one of the listed expectations of women, demonstrating the
political obligations women held despite existing within a private sphere. Fawwaz’s own support
of tarbiya as a female duty encompassed the widespread movement of this Levantine female
literary network in which women pursued a domestic education.
While these duties were unequal in what they involved and what spheres they were
associated with, they were not unequal in status. In other words, from Fawwaz’s perspective,
these unbalanced duties did not translate to unequal statuses for men and women. In reassuring
her readers of this, she remarked, “The social scientist has examined the issue of women and
men and the equality (al-musawa) between them in reason ('aql), intelligence (al-dhuka'), and
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the like.”247 In addition to referencing how their equality in mind has been studied by scholars
and scientists alike, Fawwaz declared that she “hope[d] from [you] ladies from wise men ('aqil)
and women that [you] spread rays of light of knowledge ('alim) [and] awareness [of women].”248
Though Fawwaz situated both men and women as having responsibility in shaping their
daughters, she addressed the female readers of al-Fatah directly, urging them to demonstrate
their intelligence. It was a passing reference in the larger context of the article that debated
gendered labor roles. Nevertheless, it illustrated her own activist tendencies that she often
displayed in her works outside of al-Fatah—the broad aim for the equality of women in the
literary and academic spheres.
Through her presence in al-Fatah, Fawwaz advocated for the equality of women by
centering her works around intellect. Her general support and presence in al-Fatah also served to
bolster the credibility of Nawfal’s periodical. Fawwaz’s own works were featured in al-Fatah as
early as the second volume, which was published on January 1, 1893, just two months after the
launch of the first volume. By this time in Egypt’s history, she was already established as a
relatively prominent author who was pioneering the field of gender discourse.
Nawfal and the other founders of al-Fatah experienced an outsider’s dilemma in which
the magazine struggled to resonate with Egyptian society in its early months. With Nawfal being
both a religious and ethnic minority— a Christian and Syrian migrant—she had few identities
that she could latch on to resonate with the whole of Egyptian society. This disparity partly
accounted for why much of the magazine used terms such as banat al-sharq or sharqi
(“Easterner”). Such broad terms allowed Nawfal to resonate with her readers by capitalizing on a
broadly Eastern or Levantine identity. In combination with these more unifying terms, the
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inclusion of Fawwaz in the early stages of the periodical served a similar purpose. With al-Fatah
aiming to gain support, authors sought out any methods of connection available to them. In the
case of Fawwaz, she was already addressing topics relating to gender discourse that the
magazine aimed to confront. Being that Fawwaz was a relatively well-established female author
writing in Egypt, including her works in the magazine allowed al-Fatah to market itself and
appeal to Egyptian society, which provided an audience interested in similar issues and
discourse.
Although much of Fawwaz’s presence in al-Fatah aided in the magazine’s overall
credibility, she too represented another aspect of its broadly emancipatory mission. In line with
the other articles seen in al-Fatah, Fawwaz supported the broad goal of gender equality.
However, she did not engage this topic in terms of “rights” and “equality” strictly speaking.
Instead, she traced topics surrounding power and influence philosophically, demonstrating the
importance of the tarbiya education that many of her companions advocated for in supporting
female advancement. Moreover, she debated systemic issues in the division of labor roles. Many
authors in al-Fatah, addressed labor roles from the female perspective and often detailed duties
such as childrearing, embroidery, and housekeeping, rather than debating them. Though she did
not advocate for a specific platform, as other authors had, she provided a platform to expand
debates, engage in philosophical conversation, and bolster support for the magazine at large.

Mariam Khalid and Mariam Haddad
Mariam Khalid and Mariam Haddad were two reoccurring authors in al-Fatah. However,
unlike Nawfal and Fawwaz, they had not established a reputation for themselves in their literary
careers. To elaborate, Nawfal was recognized as the founder and editor of al-Fatah; Fawwaz was
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a prominent author and poet for topics relating to gender. These women, however, did not have
established literary careers, at least not to the extent of authors such as Nawfal and Fawwaz.
Despite the prominence of authors such as Nawfal and Fawwaz, they were the exception rather
than the norm in al-Fatah. Instead of being filled with well-known female authors, this
periodical often featured women who were trying to begin their careers and popularize their
names and works. These women were not recognizable authors in the literary sphere but
nevertheless actively engaged with in.
It should be noted that, simply because the majority of al-Fatah’s writers were not
recognizable by name, they did not represent women of lower socioeconomic statuses. Although
there is little biographical information offered about these women, just by the very nature of alFatah, it is safe to assume that they were members of more elite classes. In addition to al-Fatah
marketing to upper classes at large, even simple the literacy of these women indicated that they
were of a higher social status and had received some form of education, whether it be formal or
informal.
As referenced, there is little biographical information regarding Mariam Khalid and
Mariam Haddad, especially in comparison to the presence of authors such as Nawfal and
Fawwaz. However, their contributions to the female nahda can be discerned through their
contributions to the periodical. Khalid was presumably from the greater Syria region, considering
that her works were included in the third volume of al-Fatah within a section on Lebanon.249
Haddad wrote from Beirut specifically, inferred from her article titled after the “Egyptian Female
Managers of Newspapers”, written on January 25, 1893 and featured in the fourth volume of al-
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Fatah, published on March 1, 1893.250 These inferences help to piece together an archetypical
model for the types of authors featured in al-Fatah, whether it be one of the few authors
mentioned in passing or one of the many anonymous authors present in the magazine.

Based

on the backgrounds of authors such as Khalid and Haddad—and even Nawfal and Fawwaz—
these were upper-class women writing from the Levant region to have their ideas and writings
dispersed throughout Egyptian society. These women embodied a broader Levantine network
that capitalized on the Egyptian press to provide a platform for gender discourse. With heavy
censorship and limited opportunities for publication in Greater Syria, these women—even those
that lived in the Levant region and had not moved to Alexandria—used and recognized al-Fatah
as the outlet in which they could project their works and opinions. Due to these women having a
shared background as wealthy, literate, Levantine women they came to embrace similar values
and goals for women’s position in society. Though al-Fatah was generally a variety magazine
that broadly aimed for the advancement of women in the public and literary spheres, these
women shared in how they advocated these aims and even experienced commonalities in which
goals they wanted to achieve by writing in al-Fatah, most of which revolved around the call for
female education.
One of Haddad’s articles, titled “Knowledge and Money”, was written in Beirut on
March 27, 1893 and was published in the sixth volume of al-Fatah in May of 1893. Haddad
began by condemning those who prioritized personal wealth over knowledge and literature,
instructing her readers to “not be proud of [their] many and [societal] ranks,” as “money drains
and erases its owner.”251 Claims such as these indicated that she was addressing a more elite
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audience and that, in her opinion, the value of literature was highly neglected. Beyond grappling
with these “dangers” of society, she began her article by requesting al-Fatah to “please spread
[her] message.”252 Reoccurring pleas for the magazine to support these literary endeavors further
underlined how many Levantine women perceived this periodical as the outlet in which they
could convey any and all ideas surrounding women and gender equality broadly.
The beginning of Haddad’s “Knowledge and Money” was overwhelmingly dedicated to
justifying the importance of knowledge and learning. Particularly, she remarked
The construction of the universe does not only depend on collecting money, achieving
treasures, and collecting dirhams. Rather, science and knowledge take precedence and
influence urbanization, progress, and success . . . all countries knew that knowledge is a
means of happiness, success, and achievement . . . the government took the initiative and
made every effort to spread and advance [knowledge]. It opened schools for boys and
girls and urged people to seek knowledge and the achievement of arts . . .253
Haddad was keen to situate education as the foundation for the betterment of a society at large.
With education serving as the crux for advancing society in all regards, she then emphasized the
rising importance of female education. While much of women’s education had been understood
to consist of “ignorance and stupidity,” these writers had “reached an age in which people
realized the greatest need to educate (tʿalim) a woman.”254 Haddad and the writers of al-Fatah
envisioned themselves as part of this emancipatory mission for women, one that was
revolutionizing tarbiya education to extend beyond a male-dominated sphere.
The type of education that Haddad envisioned in this article would teach “arts (al-fanun),
literature (al-adab), handcrafts ('ashghal al-yad, or, “working of the hand”), and languages (allughat).”255 In listing components such as literature and languages, she advocated for this broad
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advancement of women in society. However, these advancements were not entirely without some
sense of domestic duties, as was represented by the need for “handcrafts”. However, many of
these calls for a domestic education in al-Fatah prompted a larger question of how internalized
this understanding of education was for these women. In other words, did they fully support
educating women in domestic duties so that they could better fulfill their roles as women in the
home? Or did they market female education under this guise so that the call for girls’ schools
was more acceptable to those who were hesitant about these sorts of advancements for women?
Truthfully, the answer was likely that it was never entirely one side or the other, and that
the extent of this advocacy varied from author to author. In the case of Haddad, she did employ
domestic components to female education. In an earlier article published in the fourth volume of
al-Fatah (March 1, 1893,) Haddad listed duties such as “such as sewing, embroidery and all
other things [related to] handcraft, housekeeping, etc.” when detailing how the banat al-sharq
could fulfill what was lacking in their country.256 Though most of her contributions to al-Fatah
revolved around female education, she rarely, if ever, utilized the phrase “tarbiya”. Instead, she
relied upon “tʿalim” to convey her aspirations for female education. Though tarbiya and tʿalim
both served to represent education, tʿalim did not have the connotation of fulfilling a societal
duty as tarbiya had.
Furthermore, she expressed a disparity in the progress of women, especially when
compared to “Western” women. Much of this stance was likely a consequence of selfOrientalism and the internalization of larger narratives of disparity between the “East” and the
“West”. Nevertheless, she advocated for the broad progress of women in fields such as literature
and writing, both of which she examined without reference to domestic duties.257 Akin to many
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of other authors of al-Fatah, Haddad specifically advocated for the advancement of women’s
education. In her mind, education contributed to the progress of society at large. For others, it did
so by training women to be dutiful mothers who raised morally conscious children. Regardless of
how female education ultimately bettered society, it is worth examining their claims for such. If
the ultimate goal was simply the betterment of society or creating “proper” children, then it
would be plausible for one to propose reforms in children’s education to teach values that
mothers, or parents, could not. However, the authors of al-Fatah did not call for children’s
education in this sense. When children were involved, it was typically within a discussion of the
demand for girls’ schools. Their sole focus on female education, therefore, indicated that these
authors were aware of the societal norms that would impact these advancements but,
nevertheless, recognized that teaching domestic duties was a small price to pay for gaining
access to education at large.
Mariam Khalid, though she too participated in such discussions, alternatively exemplified
the expansion of al-Fatah’s literary network. Despite only authoring a few articles in this
periodical, Khalid was referenced rather frequently throughout al-Fatah. In an article celebrating
the advancement of women in Lebanese politics, this anonymous author referenced “the
accomplished writer, Miss Mariam Khalid” and praised her groundbreaking works and their
impact on Levantine society.258 Although Khalid was not as well recognized in her career as
Fawwaz was, she had also gained a presence in the literary sphere. Praising her in the first
volume of al-Fatah demonstrated how the magazine was providing a literary platform for
women who already wished to share their education and ideas relating to gender. Similarly, this
effort indicated how this periodical envisioned itself as existing within a broader network of
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Levantine women in which the magazine was able to advocate for Levantine women from the
liberalized Egyptian press, thereby pioneering women’s participation in gender debates.
Khalid’s own article, published in the second volume of al-Fatah, repeatedly used the
phrase banat al-sharq, as well as addressed this group of women directly as her readers. She
called upon the banat al-sharq “to revive and uphold virtue and morals.”259 In doing such, she
positioned herself at the forefront of this mobilizing aspiration for gender equality. Moreover, by
writing from Beirut, she extended al-Fatah’s aim beyond Alexandria, fostering its object in
propelling a Levantine female literary network.
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Conclusion
Most immediately, al-Fatah challenges longstanding assumptions of the nahda as a maledominated, male-identified, and male-centered literary movement. While the nahda was broadly
emancipatory in its nature, al-Fatah expanded this movement by employing an emancipatory
tone through female voices. As referenced throughout this thesis, the nahda era was a period in
which the notion of a public sphere was being challenged and redefined. Amid a booming
Egyptian press, articles, periodicals, magazines, and the like became public realms within
themselves. Though literacy rates for classical Arabic in Egypt remained relatively low—
especially among women—reading itself was a communal process, allowing literature to be
shared with those who may not have been able to read it themselves.260 Therefore, al-Fatah
became an outlet in which women could project their voices and concerns into the public sphere.
Through fostering this community and raising a “consciousness among women,” these females
were able to mobilize “to change their lives and create a place where they could be active in the
public sphere, a place where they would no longer be oppressed by prohibitions.”261 With the
mission to feature such a conglomerate of women writers, al-Fatah naturally undertook an array
of concerns. Most common among authors were gender issues concerning education, marriage,
and household duties.
Though al-Fatah may not have maintained a singular, more concrete goal that it strived
for, the magazine was by no means aimless. Its purpose, though aspirational and rather broad,
was to provide a female literary platform in which female writers could not only participate in
but also deepen nahda discussions by engaging issues relating to women and gender. With this
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more experimental nature of al-Fatah, the magazine, holistically, was not all that argumentative.
Few articles criticized the position of women in Egyptian society and, even when authors did as
such, they typically addressed these issues and demands for emancipation obliquely.
As individual women wrote to al-Fatah with their own issues that they desired to address
and debate, the magazine served as a platform for this variety of female voices. Al-Fatah aimed
to spark discussions and debates on gender-related issues. In doing such, the magazine ushered in
an era of the female press and was aware of its role in doing so. Al-Fatah brought unification to
and propelled a movement of female authors writing about “the woman question”—“that is,
questions about the place of women in a modernizing Middle Eastern society.”262 With al-Fatah
pushing this question to the forefront of nahda debates, “the press became a key forum for
disseminating ideas about the ‘new woman’ and for staking claims to modernity.”263
Within a rapidly evolving society aimed at becoming increasingly modern, the topic of
women “became a dominant mode through which these other profoundly divisive matters were
contested.”264 In fact, this tense political climate brought about the concept of “women
themselves as a central subject for national debate.”265 Women, as a topic, were naturally
wrapped into national debates concerning both the private and public spheres, fueling a
concentration on the nuclear family in nahda literature.266 However, female magazines, such as
al-Fatah, approached reforming society through women as female representation and voices, not
women as an objectified category. Al-Fatah, therefore, reformed gender debates in the
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journalistic and public spheres by providing a platform for female voices. Though the magazine
itself was rather ephemeral, al-Fatah had a longstanding impact, ushering in an era of the female
press. These magazines often undertook the assumption that “modern civilization is
distinguished from a traditional one by the status of its women.”267 With al-Fatah paving the
way in advocating for the re-definition of female domestic roles to craft the modern woman,
other magazines followed suit.
In 1894, the Cairo-based magazine titled al-Hilal featured an article titled “Should a
woman demand all the rights of a man?”. Like al-Fatah, articles intrigued readers and sparked
debates by framing such issues as questions. This article in al-Hilal echoed the platforms
conveyed in al-Fatah, illustrating one instance of this feminist movement extending beyond the
magazine itself. For example, “Should a woman demand all the rights of a man?” used similar
language of women’s rights, stating “it is clear that a woman, at present has the right to demand
all the rights of man.”268 However, this language of rights did not necessarily apply to making
opportunities amongst men and women equal in each regard. While arenas such as war and
politics were designated male spheres, this article called for reforming women’s roles in the
domestic sphere. Akin to al-Fatah, though the domestic sphere was a female realm, it impacted
men and women alike. To illustrate, “Should a woman demand all the rights of a man?”
remarked
As for true happiness it is [to be found] in the life of the inner family that does not extend
beyond the walls of the home, but is the origin of civilization of this universe, for he who
was not happy in his house, is not capable in work and he cannot invent or discover. The
woman is the axis of this happiness. She alone is the carrier of life’s burdens for her man,
and she is his comforter in his sadness and his troubles, and she is the subduer of his
anger, the one who makes gentle his morals, the tutor of his feelings, the restrainer of his
recalcitrance, and the one who softens the cruelty of his heart.269
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Although the female realm was a domestic one, the article conveyed such a sphere as the
crux of society. In doing such, “Should a woman demand all the rights of a man?” employed
much of the language and many of the missions seen in al-Fatah. Primarily, this article called for
women’s rights in a method similar to al-Fatah’s give-and-take nature. In other words, it
proposed smaller gains, such as domestic reform, in the conversation on female advancement.
Just as many of al-Fatah’s articles had, this article addressed a male audience in addition to its
female one. In doing so, both al-Fatah and al-Hilal represented the “woman question” as more
universal mission that would benefit men just as it would benefit women. This article, appearing
at the tail-end of al-Fatah’s lifespan, is but one example how al-Fatah revolutionized gender
discourse and propelled this female mission, despite the magazine’s relatively brief duration.
Al-Fatah was the first of its kind to prompt a female literary network, with other
magazines emulating and expanding upon its mission both during and after its publication. Not
only did al-Fatah spark debates and literary networks that extended beyond its existence, but it
also maintained an extremely rich network within itself—the most prominent of which existed
between Alexandria and the greater Syrian region. Syrian émigrés fueled this network of
literature both in and beyond al-Fatah. Simply the range of geographies discussed and engaged
in al-Fatah embodied this cosmopolitan network. Not only did al-Fatah feature repeated
engagement between Beirut and Alexandria, but it also presented articles that involved regions
outside of this eastern Mediterranean network, such as England, Germany, Japan, and the United
States.
Beyond writing about gender-related issues and highlighting public female figures in
such regions, these countries outside of today’s “Middle East” region also wrote to al-Fatah. An
anonymous author, who later became a female teacher at Washington College, wrote from the
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United States to the magazine about one of her students, Elizabeth Dawes. She praised Dawes’s
aptitude for learning and similarly noted how schooling had filled her with “diligence”, as well
as “good behavior and etiquette.”270 Including an article with an emphasis on female students
and educators—and even the suggestion that this schooling could even cultivate a sort of moral
upbringing—illustrated how al-Fatah both sought international models for its mission and
envisioned itself as part of a global mission.
Rosa Elton wrote to Nawfal from France and her letter was included in the fourth volume
of al-Fatah, published March 1, 1893. Elton specifically praised al-Fatah for being “the first
women’s newspaper in the East (al-sharq).”271 Beyond simply being the first of its kind, she
similarly remarked that “[she was] sure [al-Fatah] will be a prelude to the literary renaissance in
the Egyptian and Syrian countries.”272 She referenced “the great women of the West (al-gharb)”
and instructed for al-Fatah to continue to impress them with its “distinguished literary
women.”273 Elton’s admiration for al-Fatah typified the magazine’s position, not just in the
nahda but also on a global stage. Even with its ambivalent nature and more aspirational
missions, al-Fatah was widely recognized as having a ground-breaking quality in how it was
both unprecedented and prompted a female literary era featuring works with similar debates and
aspirations.
These articles are but two examples of al-Fatah’s engagement with the wider world—
albeit a primarily “Western” one—beyond Egypt and Syria. Such interactions exemplified this
international female literary network that was fueled by Syrian émigrés. Though these
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encounters were exemplified by al-Fatah, this magazine was no exception. The nahda flourished
during a period in which boundaries were relatively fluid. Despite swelling nationalist
sentiments, modern nation-state boundaries were not solidified. While Egypt was becoming
increasingly independent from the Ottoman Empire, borders in Ottoman territories—including
Egypt—remained extremely fluid. This fluidity allowed for masses of Syrian intellectual
networks to not only venture to Egypt in pursuit of advancing their literary careers but also
disseminate their works across Ottoman lands even in spite of harsh censorship regulations in the
Levantine region. Within such a mobile and mosaic-like world, al-Fatah was able to establish
itself and usher in a movement of global proportions that defied geographic and religious
boundaries.
Moreover, nahda literature was overwhelmingly concerned with creating a modern
society. Through the press, many Syrian émigrés sought to participate in “the cultural
transformation from a ‘traditional’ to a ‘modern’ Arab society.”274 Emerging Syrian literary
classes and intellectual networks were the “driving force[s] in disseminating new ideas and
cultural concepts.”275 For these elite classes, the press was an outlet in which they could project
their ideas onto the public sphere and cement them in popular discourse.
The “woman question” was no exception to the nahda’s aim to promote modernity in
such a fashion. Al-Fatah often referenced the “high standing” of women as a significant aspect of
“modern urbanization.”276 Al-Hilal likewise claimed that “It is well known that the basis of
modern civilization is good upbringing and the refinement of morals.”277 Within this aim for a
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modern society, one of the more tangible methods of achieving these goals was to reform the
domestic sphere. With marriage serving as “the cornerstone of society . . . in order to create a
modern (mutamaddin) society, the role of the modern family needs to be redefined.”278 With the
domestic sphere serving as a female realm, the call for modernization naturally adopted gendered
perspectives.279 Egyptian modernism particularly emphasized gender among material and
history.280 As Egypt entered the twentieth century, it increasingly concerned itself with
projecting the “modern Egyptian woman” and circulating this image transnationally.281
For nineteenth-century Egyptian society, the “modern woman [was] to be the guardian of
virtue, the consummate educator and nurturer, and mistress of the house.”282 This notion of
modernity as reforming the household was akin to the reforms that the authors of al-Fatah often
advocated for; primarily, that females should be included in education because it can better
prepare them to be righteous mothers. Al-Hilal likewise asserted that a “woman does indeed have
an influence on modern civilization equivalent, if not exceeding, that of the man and she
therefore has the right, at the very least to request the same rights that he has.”283 Such remarks
positioned women as having a distinctive, critical role in the modernization movement.
While al-Fatah, subsequent female literary networks, and nahda literature at large all
engaged this concept of “modernity”, it is critical to scrutinize what exactly is meant by this
term. Popular discourse has often assumed that the terms “modern” and “Western” are
interchangeable and that “modernity” is synonymous with a linear, upwards path towards true
“progress”. Al-Fatah and other literary endeavors during the nahda did emulate “Western”
278
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institutions and norms—or, at least, looked to them as a model for developing a “new” woman.
Al-Fatah most commonly referenced European countries and, when seeking to highlight women
in the public sphere, the periodical more often than not turned towards these “Western” women.
Though the Levantine world was experiencing these encounters between “East” and “West” and
adopting Western institutions, to assume that “modernity” entailed only the mere replication of
the “West” is reductive and Eurocentric.
The nahda era was far more than simply emulating the West. It was a period rife with
social movements, physical and intellectual mobility, and literary networks. Casting the term
“Westernization” onto the modernization movements in Egypt and the broader Levantine region
drastically neglects the plurality and complexity of this era and all that it entailed. This diversity
was embodied in the sheer amount of voices and issues addressed in al-Fatah, despite having a
brief publication of only two years.
As Fruma Zachs—a scholar of female nahda literature—keenly noted, the modern Arab
society “was to be based on order, discipline, and diligence, with reforms in technology,
commerce, and cultural materialism.”284 Modernity in the nahda was not the mere replication of
Western culture but, rather, the adoption of “selected ideas and institutions from the West” that
could “be used as tools to advance their own society.”285 Often, al-Fatah provided articles
illustrating public women, most of which were from a “Western”—primarily European—
country. These public women were meant to serve as models of women in the public sphere that
could inspire similar advancements for women in Egypt and the Levantine region.
However, “Eastern” women were not absent from the discussion. The political realm was
not the only public sphere throughout the nahda. The press also fulfilled this role. When
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discussing female literature, al-Fatah relied almost exclusively on Egyptian and more so Syrian
women. In addition to featuring prominent Levantine female authors, such as Zaynab Fawwaz,
al-Fatah received a plethora of articles and letters written from other women who were similarly
seeking to include their voices in its mission. To al-Fatah, these women were very much public
figures that exemplified the nahda’s aim for modernization.
Articles within al-Fatah sought reforms and the broader emancipation of women from
patriarchal structures. However, the magazine never indicated a desire overthrow Egyptian,
Syrian, or Arab culture in exchange for a “Western” society. Al-Fatah took pride in this literary
renaissance and the female voice that it contributed to the nahda. Often, these arbitrary
distinctions of “East” and “West” were far more reflective of self-Orientalism—which engrained
the prejudice that such a binary existed across the Mediterranean—rather than a modernization
movement in itself.
Al-Fatah was a plurivocal magazine written by women and for women. In doing such, it
revolutionized the nahda movement by including the female voice and providing a platform for
female authors to give voice to their concerns as they related to gender. Al-Fatah was broadly
emancipatory in tone, not offering a solution to, advocacy for, or critique of any singular genderrelated issue. Furthermore, its articles typically represented a give-and-take nature, seeking to
make smaller gains wherever possible rather than aiming to achieve a more radical feminism.
The primary example of such in al-Fatah was its call for female education under the justification
that it would allow women to be better homemakers, thus improving the holistic quality of
society through women’s husbands and children. In appeasing a male-dominated literary sphere,
al-Fatah could assist women in advancing their position in society without sparking resistance
by disturbing an engrained social order, often enforced by tarbiya values. Through its mission,
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al-Fatah was foundational for fostering a female literary network—and, ultimately, a female
literary renaissance—that continues to nuance the nahda era and the complexity of modernity.
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Appendix

Figure 1: The first issue of al-Fatah (20 November 1892).
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Figure 2: A photograph of Zaynab Fawwaz—one of the most prominent writers featured in al-Fatah.
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Figure 3: A map of the Eastern Mediterranean from 1798-1923.
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Figure 4: A map of the Levantine region under Ottoman rule.
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